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PC Senior Elected
to Smithfield School
Committee
by Rob McGehee
Beginning in December the
school committee in Smithfield,
Rhode Island will see a new face
among its members.
Patti Brown, a 21 year-old
senior at Providence College was
recently elected the second
youngest member o f the school
committee in the history of
Smithfield. She ran as a democrat
and carried 2,985 votes.
In addition to her knowledge of
politics, Brown’s qualifications for
this position rest on her attendance
of Smithfield public schools and
her expressed desire to work hard
while serving with the rest o f the
school committee.
Brown says she is very anxious
to learn about her new position
which entails a four year term
beginning in December.
“ A lot of people have said that
you can’t know and relate to a
school system until your kids have
gone there, but I think that the
students who go through the
schools know a lot about
themselves,” said Brown.
Brown plans to work along with
students in Smithfield High School
as well as the junior high and
elementary schools students.
Her first appointment will be to
serve on the extra-curricular ac
tivities budget committee.
Residents o f the town of
Smithfield seemed to agree with
Brown’s philosophy as she, being
a newcomer to the school commit
tee election race, had more votes
than the two incumbents who also
won seats in the November 4 elec
tion. A total of 6 people ran for the
3 available seats on the Smithfield
school committee.
The town of Smithfield which
has a population of about 18,000
people, does not have a mayor. The
two administrative governmental
forces there are the town council
and the school committee.

Brown and her fellow committee
members will work with the
superintendent of schools in handl
ing a nine million dollar school
budget.
While 93 percent o f this budget
is fixed for teacher’s pay, maintainence, etc. there is still a con
siderable amount that the school
committee must allocate. There are
also many newly passed state and
federal laws that the school com
mittee has to implement, finance
and enforce.
“ There are a lot o f laws passed
by state and federal politicians that
help get them votes, but it’s the job
o f local governments to iron them
out,” says Brown who believes that
a lot o f these laws make neither
practical nor financial sense.
In addition to working on extra
curricular programs Brown also
wants to improve regional busing,
consolidate low enrollment courses,
and improve technological equip
ment in the schools. The school
committee must also deal with
teacher pay increases and requests,
according to Brown.
Along with being active in
Smithfield politics. Brown is in
volved at PC and the state house
in Providence. She is a political
science m ajor and plans to attend
law school, she is the president of
both the young Democrats and the
Political Science club at PC.
She is also the head page of the
Rhode Island House o f Represen
tatives and a winner o f the Truman
Scholarship award. The Truman
award is given by the state to two
college sophomores who are plan
ning a career in public service.
Brown worked hard on her cam
paign going door to door to almost
3000 Smithfield homes. She is very
pleased at the outcome and says she
is eager to begin her position on the
Smithfield School Committee.

INSIDE
New Housing Regulation
Read Dan Quinn’s critiques on the controversial proposal that could
force 40 juniors off campus on page 5.

JRW
See the photo spread on Junior
Ring Weekend on page 14 of the
Features Section.

State Department Debriefs Pitino
PC basketball cause a crisis in Soviet-American relations. See page
20 for details.

Students enjoyed dining and dancing at the Junior Ring Formal on Saturday, November II. For more
photos, see page 14.

Author Greenberg Speaks
on Marxism in ’64 Hall
by Karen Boucher
Edward S. Greenberg, author of
The American Political System: A
Radical Approach, spoke' in
Aquinas Lounge on Thursday,
November 5.
His book is a text used by a
number of political science pro
fessors at Providence College.
Greenberg says his book is the
only explicitly Marxist textbook in
the United States. When question
ed about why he used a Marxist ap
proach to study American Society,
he said that “ Marxism is the most
influential body o f thought in the

According to Greenberg, there is
“ extraordinary ignorance in the
United States about Marxism. Us
ing a Marxist approach in looking
at society does not make a person
pro-soviet.”
Marxism focuses on class ten
sions and m aterialism , says
Greenberg, adding that in studying
American Society, we “ must get to
the basis o f American material
life.”
Greenberg stated he is not a
Marxist and that, “ Democracy is
one of (his) highest values.”
Professor Greenberg also spoke

about the idea Americans have that
theirs is the only country with
social mobility.
According to Greenberg, “social
mobility is not a monopoly of the
United States.”
Professor Greenberg is the
chairperson of the Department of
Political Science and director of the
Research Program on Political and
Economic Change in the Institute
of Behavioral Science at the
University of Colorado.
The meeting was co-sponsored
by AIESEC, the Providence Col
lege Political Science Department
and Political Science Club.

College Students Are Hardest
Hit by Dyslexia
Editors Note-The following article
was reprinted from the October 15,
1986 issue o f Brown University’s
George Street Journal.
While she was in high school,
Eugenie Fisher, a junior at Brown
University, posed as a lazy student
to make herself “ look normal,”
but underneath the exterior she was
really working extra hard. For
Fisher and other students like her,
reading and writing are very dif
ficult, and following a group
discussion is often impossible. The
reason is that she is dyslexic.
According to a publication put
out by a group of dyslexic students
at Brown, dyslexia “ doesn’t mean
you aren’t an achiever. It doesn’t
mean you are stupid or lazy, that
you have minimal ‘brain damage’
or severe psychological problems.
What it may mean is that you have
to train yourself to cope with an
organizational and language
disability ...which affects you life,
from the most mundane task to the
most crucial.”
Beyond that explanation,
however, there is very little agree
ment on what dyslexia is. “ There’s
no commonly accepted definition
of dyslexia,” explains Robert
Shaw, associate dean of the college

for curricular resources.” The
definition we use here at Brown is
that it is an information-processing
deficit. That covers a lot of
territory.
“ If you had to summarize the
problem o f dyslexics into one
word, that word would be ‘time.’
There just isn’t enough time for
everything. It takes them longer to
read, longer to write, and longer to
organize.”
The most common problems
dyslexics face are poor spelling,
scrambling words and numbers,
and difficulty organizing their
thoughts. But the symptoms vary
from person to person. Some
dyslexics have special problems,
feeling lost in familiar settings;
others stutter or ramble and talk
around the point they are trying to
make; still others have difficulty
processing oral information, like in
note-taking.
Fisher’s dyslexia is most ap
parent in papers she writes for
class. “ I always have a good idea,”
she notes, “ but I can never pull it
all together, I seem to beat around
the point and never pin it.”
For Brown junior Christine Ar
bor, it is the psychological effects
of the problems dyslexics face that
are the most difficult to deal with.

“ Forgetting your friends’ names,
taking 20 hours to write a paper
that your friends spend four hours
on, or the feeling that you are
beating your head against the wall
trying to understand somethingthose are the kinds o f things that
make you feel very bad about
yourself.”
As many as 15 percent of all
children in the United States are
dyslexic (three out of four are male,
although at Brown there is an equal
distribution among the 40 dyslex
ics on campus). Dean of the college
Harriet Sheridan became interested
in developing a program to help
those dyslexic students who chose
to attend Brown. Five years ago,
she formed a support group for
dyslexics and began to create a pro
gram that has become a model for
other universities and colleges
across the country.
“ Ours is a mainstreamed pro
gram,” says Shaw. “ It doesn’t
treat the students differently-we
don’t have a separate admissions
pool or special help they need, but
that is true o f every Brown
student.”
Among the adminisrative ac
comodations that Brown has made
See DYSLEXIA, pg. 2
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Club Notes
Sunday, November 2, was All
Souls Day. The m onth o f
November is dedicated to prayers
for all deceased people. If you
would like to have your deceased
relatives or friends prayed for
th ro u g h o u t the m onth o f
November at all masses held in
Aquinas Chapel , please fill out a
card, located at the back of
A quinas Chapel o r at the
Chaplain’s Office or Pastoral
Council Office, Slavin 116 or 115.
These cards will be placed before
the altar in Aquinas Chapel
th roughout the m onth of
November.
Wednesday, November 19, is
P.C .’s annual Thanksgiving Fast
Day. Please demonstrate your
compassion for the hungry. Do
without dinner in Raymond on that
day—the money normally spent for
this meal will be given to the
hungry. You may also donate
’money in Alumni Cafateria.
Also on the day of the fast, there
will be a table in Lower Slavin
where you may donate money and
canned goods. The canned goods
will be given to the Martin de Porres Center, that distributes food to
people who have been burnt out of
their homes.

All money collected (you may
also d onate money in the
Chaplains’ Office or Pastoral Of
fice, Slavin 116 or 115) will be given
to needy people right here in
Providence.
Student Weekend Retreat—
November 21,22,23. This retreat
will be held in Exeter, R.I. The
donation for the retreat is $10. If
interested, sign up in the
Chaplain’s Office or Pastoral
Council Office, Slavin 115 or 116.
The last day to sign up is Tuesday,
Nov. 18th.
The International Club is spon
soring a bus trip to Boston on
Saturday, Nov. 15. The bus will
leave from Peterson Recreation
Center at 8:30 am, for Quincy
Market. At 6:30 pm, the bus will
leave for P.C. from Quincy
Market. Tickets for members are
$5.00 and non-members $6.00. For
those interested, send the money to
Pei Ling, PO Box 2226 before
Thursday afternoon.
The Art Club is sponsoring a stu
dent Art Show Nov. 16,17,18.
Students who would like to enter
their work should contact Jennifer
La Valle at 351-6376.

★ DYSLEXIA, from pg. 1
for dyslexic students is an option
to take a reduced course load-two
or three Courses per semester in
stead o f the usual four-with a
reciprocal reduction in tuition, and
an opportunity to take exams
without the usual stringent time
restrictions.
The untimed exam is one oppor
tunity that most dyslexics have
taken advantage of. “ Sometimes I
only need an extra five or 10
minutes,” notes Arbor. “ But if
you have that time, it can mean all
the difference in the world as to
how well you d o .”
Brown also offers a diagnostic
testing service for students who
have not been diagnosed as dyslex
ic. Helane Schupack, a language
specialist at Massachusetts General
Hospital, provides technical advice
and will make a diagnosis for those
students who are referred to her.
According to Shaw, about half
o f the forty dyslexics at Brown
were not diagnosed until they ar
rived on campus. Students are
usually referred to him by pro
fessors for an initial screening, and
he refers them to Schupack.
Arbor, for example, wasn’t
diagnosed until her sophomore
year at Brown. In her case, a close
friend and fellow dyslexic Kasia
Welin, spotted the symptoms in her

Cany011
afford to gamble
w ith the LSAT, GMAT,
GREprMCAT?
Probably not. Great grades
alone may not be enough to
impress the grad school of
your choice.
Scores play a part. And
that's how Stanley H. Kaplan
can help.
The Kaplan course teaches
test-taking techniques, reviews
course subjects, and increases
the odds that you'll do the best
you can do.
So if you've been out of
school for a while and need a
refresher, or even if you're fresh
out of college, do what over 1
million students have done.
Take Kaplan. Why take a
chance with your career?

£KAPLAN

STANLEYH.KAPIANEDUCATIONALCENTERLTD.
DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

151 W e y b o sset S t.
P rov idence, RS
(401) 2 7 3 -6 6 3 0

ipeaking patterns and attitude
oward her school work, and refer:d her to Shaw.
“ Finding out you have
omething you didn’t know you
ad is a very difficult process,’’ exlains Arbor. ‘‘It takes a long time
3 pick yourself up again. When
/ou first find out you’re dyslexic,
all the things that you’ve hidden
and learned to compensate for are
now exposed to yourself. And any
small symptom is magnified a
thousand times.”
As a result of her experience, Ar
bor is trying to arrange to set up a
support system in the Psychological
Services office for those students
who are diagnosed as dyslexic.
Currently that support system is
provided at meetings at the student
support group Dyslexics at Brown
(DAB), the first campus branch of
the Orton Dyslexia Society.
“ It’s nice to have a dyslexic
friendship network,” says Arbor.
“ It helps knowing that there are
other people out there going
through the same things.” Fisher
agrees, although she jokes that “ if
I hung aroud with a lot o f other
dyslexics, I’m sure I’d go crazy!”
The group has written a self-help
guide which explains what dyslex
ia is, how to compensate for its
symptoms, and how Brown is
prepared to help dyslexic students.
The booklet is distributed to
various offices at Brown, as well as
to the over 200 other universities
which have inquired about the pro
gram here.
“ The guide is also distributed to
other select populations, like the
Resumed Education office,” notes
Shaw. “ Many students who are
returning to school discovered that
the reason that they dropped out in
the first place was that they are
dyslexic and didn’t know it.”
One way dyslexics have learned
to cope with doing college-level
work is by writing papers on a
word processor. It is much easier
to revise and reorganize their
thoughts, and many have a builtin spelling checker.
In addition to the high motiva
tion level of its students, perhaps
the most unusual aspect of Brown’s
program for dyslexics is that there
even is a program at all.

Shorter lines than in years past characterized the 1987 spring registration process. (Photo by Mike Reeves)

Library Hours Become a
New National Protest Target
Trying to cope with budget v
a number o f colleges across the
country are cutting back the hours
during which their campus libraries
are open, prompting some o f the
largest student protests of the year.
Last week, for example, 2,000
students
jammed the University of
;
Arizona’s Main Library in protest
o f the library closing at midnight.
'
It used to be open until 2 a.m.
Two weeks ago, 600 students sat
in at the Perry-Castaneda Library
at the University of Texas at
Austin, and then held a candlelight
study-in outside the building.
And, trying to defuse student
threats to hoid similar library sit
ins. University o f Wisconsin of
ficials appropriated money t
tend library hours, which had been

shortened as a belt-tightening
measure this fall.
Tom Swan, head of the United
States Student Association in
Washington, D.C., predicts there
will be more such demonstrations
across the country as more colleges,
scrambling for ways to save
money, cut back library hours.
“ The issue is not so much the
hours!’, says Michael Whalen, a
senior at UT Austin who heads the
student protest group. “The things
inside have not been updated.”
“ It is more important in the long
run that books are properly bound,
periodicals are kept in order and
preserved, and that we are able to
order new books.”
“ We don’t want to be incomplete or second rate,” he says.

Black and White College
Students Attempt Integration
Haltingly and without much s
cess, black and white student
groups on a handful of campuses
have experimented with intergration in recent weeks.
At the University of Penn
sylvania, for example, a white stu
dent tried to join the Black Student
League until finally being rebuff
ed last week.
At Alabama, several black greek
groups moved to previously allwhite fraternity row, and a black
sorority admitted a white pledge.
Mississippi’s Black Student Union,
hoping to improve campus race
relation, appointed two white
students to its board.
But some whites and blacks on
some of the campuses don’t believe
the experiments are worth doing, or
ultimately workable.
“ The trend across the country is
that one person is accepted (in a
fraternity or sorority) for a short
period of time, and then they leave
or drop out,” said University of
Alabama President Joab Thomas
upon hearing of a white student
pledging a black sorority.
Black student groups, of course,
began to crop up on campuses in
the late sixties, when mostly white
colleges first began admitting
minority students in large numbers.
The new arrivals complained
they felt isolated, out-of-place and
ignored at the colleges, which often
had to be forced by court orders to
admit them.
To promote their special con
cerns, protect their hard-won gains

STUDY IN EUROPE

and, ultimately, to give themselves
a social center of gravity, the black
students often formed their own
groups.
“ There’s a profound rejection
for (black students) in white
schools,” says Barnard College
psychology Prof. Jacqueline Flem
ing, who wrote a book called
“ Blacks in College.”
She says “ students don’t expect
(the rejection), and it’s very pain
ful, so they retreat into black
organizations.”
But black student unions at
Michigan State, Cal-Santa Bar
bara, Illinois State and LoyolaNew Orleans, among others,
struggled for members in the early
eighties as black students began
gravitating toward newly robust
minority fraternities for social
sustenance.
M inority fraternities and
sororities, though, also have stayed
to themselves.
At the University o f IllinoisUrbana, for example, “ only one or
two (black) greek organizations
choose even to belong to the Inter
fraternity Council or the
Panhellenic,” says. Bruce Nesbitt,,
director of the. Afro American,;
Cultural Program.
“They choose to have their own
identity, but they do interact with
non-black greeks on occasion.
There is no one campus establish

E ast Side
TYPING
SERVICE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belguim offers

Complete programmes In Philosophy for the
degrees of B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme
All courses are in English
T uition is 14,500 Belgium Franks (±$250)
Write to:
Secretary English Programmes
Kardinaal Mercierpleln 2. B-300QLeuven. Belgium

K .U . L e u v e n

the energy industry slump has
left the state about $3 billion short
of what it thought it would have to
spend this year, forcing state of
ficials to tell public colleges to cut
their budgets.
UT’s library was just one cam
pus service to feel the
pinch.“ We’ve been in a hiring
freeze since March,” says library
spokesman John Kupersmith.
“ We’ve had to cancel over 400
journal subscriptions and we’re
likely to cancel more, and we’ve
reduced our book budget.”
“ The hours are a short term ef
fect, but the long term effects of
not buying books and journals is
significant.”

/y l »
- ®

M-F 8:30 am ■7 pm
Saturdays & Sundays 1-6 pm
Term Papers - Resumes - Business
Letters 50 cents each in quantities
Open 7 Days
190 Angell Street
421-7080

ment black identify with. Most of
their socializing outside o f blackonly groups is at house parties.”
Alabama sociology Prof. Donal
Muir, who has been surveying
black-white race relations for 20
years, contends social intergration
on American campuses has pro
ceeded a lot more slowly than
classroom intergration.
Indeed, many black on
predominantly white campuses
now complain more about vague,
social feelings of “ discomfort”
than overt rascism.
At Penn, “ black students aren’t
restricted,” Miller reports, “ but
they don’t always feel comfortable.
Feeling welcome on campus has
been a problem.”
At Illinois, blacks are “ very
aware of rascism, but most choose
to ignore it or just adjust to it.”
There are, in fact, plenty of
reminders of rascism on campus.
Last spring, two Alabama white
students burned a cross in front of
a house on “ sorority row” after a
black sorority announced it was
relocating there.
At Texas, two whites wearing
Ronald Reagan masks tried to push
a former Black Student Alliance
President through an eighth story
residence hall window.
And at The Citadel last week,
five white students accused of
dressing in white sheets, yelling
obscenities at a black student and
burning a paper cross on his floor
were suspended for the remainder
of the year.
“ There have been no previous
incidents here,” claims Citadel
spokeman Ben Legare.
But the persistence of such in
cidents at other campuses has con
vinced any black student leaders
that they need to keep whites out
of . their groups, whether they’re
social fraternities or more political
black student unions.
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NEWS
Not Quite Front Page
A m e rican U . P r o f S a y s ‘W a r o n D ru g s’ Is H y sterica l

C am paigning fo r a m a riju a n a legalization ballot initiative
at the U . o f Oregon, A rnold Trebach, w ho heads A U ’s Institute
on D rugs, C rim e and Justice, likened recent an ti-drug laws to
the in ternm ent o f Japanese-A m ericans during W orld W ar II,
saying “ It w on’t h e lp .”
Paris (T x.) C ounty C om m unity College stu d ent Elizabeth
H orn , meanwhile, has sued police fo r searching her room after
m istakenly identifying spiced tea as hashish..
N eig h b o r S u es U . C o lo r a d o F rat U n d er O rganized C rim e Law

Steven M cCauley claims a P h i Delta T heta m em ber beat him
after he com plained to police about noise a t th e Phi D elta
house, and said oth er m em bers vandalized his property.
M cCauley’s suit, which asks the court to sh u t dow n the frat,
is believed t o be the first tim e th e C olorado O rganized Crime
C ontro l A ct has been used against a stu d en t organization.
A nd Bill W arren, a p h o to g rap h er fo r T he C olorado Daily,
a cam pus p ap er, says a P h i D elta m em ber w arned him “ this
m ay be th e last picture you ever ta k e ” w hen he w ent to the
h o u s e to cover the lawsuit storv.

Soviet Defector to
Speak in Providence
Ziva Shtamler, a refusenik who
was able to leave the Soviet Union,
will speak to the Rhode Island
community about her life, and her
dream that someday her parents
will also be able to leave Russia.
She will speak at 7:30 p.m.,
November 16, at Temple EmanuEl, 99 Taft Avenue, Providence.
Shtamler, who with her husband
and two children now live in Israel,
recently traveled to Iceland to plea
for the release of not only her
parents, but for the release of
400,000 Soviet Jews who want to
leave the Soviet Union.
Shtamler will recount the denial
of human rights and everyday
hardships confronting refuseniks

and will talk about her so far futile
efforts to get her parents out of the
Soviet Union.
Her trip to Rhode Island, and
her trip to Iceland, are part of her
continuing effort to sensitize the
world community to the plight of
Soviet Jews who seek freedom.
All members of the Rhode Island
community are encouraged to at
tend. Mark Patinkin, Providence
Journal columnist, will moderate
the program, which is sponsored by
the Soviet Jewry Task Force, Com
munity Relations Council o f the
Jewish Federation of Rhode Island.
For further inform ation, call
421-4111.

M ai B row n Club to
Celebrate Christm as M ass
The Providence College Mai
Brown Club, which is the Greater
Providence chapter o f the Pro
vidence College Alumni Associa
tion, will celebrate its annual
Christmas Mass and Brunch on
Sunday, December 7, 1986.
The Mass for the Club will be
celebrated by Club chaplain Rev.
John Reid, O.P. in the college’s ’64
Hall, Slavin Center, at 11:30 a.m.
Immediately following the Mass, a
buffet brunch will be held in Alum
ni Cafeteria, on the lower level of
Slavin Center.
Music for the Mass and. brunch

will be provided by Raymond L.
Sickinger, Ph.D ., a member of
PC’s Class of 1971 and an assistant
professor o f history at PC. A sur
prise “ Christmas visitor” will greet
the children in attendence.
The Mai Brown Club Christmas
Mass and Brunch is Open to all
Greater Providence PC alumni and
their families. Tickets are $7 per
adult and 15 for children under 12.
Those interested in attending the
event may call the PC Alumni Of
fice at 865-2414 to order tickets.
The deadline for reservations is
Wednesday, December 3, 1986.

W ANTED :
Student Spring Break Representative
for Collegiate Tour and Travel
Earn complimentary trips and cash.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL
(612) 780-9324
or write 9434 Naples NE,
Minneapolis, MN 55434
ATTN: Eric

A typical scene after 7 p.m. in Alumni Cafeteria. The Cafeteria has assumed the operating hours of
the now closed Mural Lounge.

Mental Health Conference to
Focus on Counseling Methods
The Rhode Island Mental Health
Counselors Association is sponsor
ing its annual fall conference on
Saturday, November 15, from 9:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Communi
ty College of Rhode Island’s
Flanagan campus in Lincoln. The
intensive, one-day program, entitl
ed: “ Creative Counseling Ap
proaches,” recognizes the uni
queness of clients and the efficacy
o f utilizing varied modalities to ad
dress client differences. Workshops
and lectures will feature a variety
o f approaches using body, mind,
spirit, and altered states for
reaching clients.
The morning sessions of the con
ference will include the following
presentations: THE APPLICA
TION OF SYSTEMIC THINK
ING TO COUNSELING WITH
IN D IVIDUALS, IMAGERY
AND V ISUALIZATION, A
COURSE IN M IRACLES,
WORKING WITH THE INNER

CHILD, INTERVENING WITH
ART THERAPY, and THE EF
FECTS OF DIET, ALLERGIES,
AND CANDIDA ON MENTAL
STATES.
The
afternoon
w orkshops will focus on:
GESTALT FAMILY THERAPY,
PR IN C IPLES OFERICKSONIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY,
BETTER HEALTH THROUGH
ATTITUDE CHANGE, THE
USE OF MEYER BRIGGS TYPE
INDICATOR IN COUNSELING,
and
HAKOMI
METHOD
BODY/MIND THERAPY. The
keynote speaker is Maureen
Macera, M.Ed., Secretary of the
House of Representatives’ Public
Commission of Counseling, whose
topic is, “The Liscensure Move
ment in Rhode Island.”
According to Ronald Esposito,
Ph.D., president of the association
and a private practitioner in
Pawtucket, the goals o f the con
ference are two-fold: “ It provides

mental health counselors with an
opportunity to share new ideas and
techniques which enable us to serve
our clients better, and it increases
the personal and professional con
tact with our fellow practitioners,”
said Ron. "I encourage everyone in
the mental health counseling com
munity to attend this stimulating
program.”
Registration for the conference
is from 9:00 a.m. to 9:20 a.m,, and
is $20.00 for members o f the
association and $25.00 for non
members; a $30.00 regisrtration fee
covers conference and membership
in association. The registration fee
includes a delicious buffet lunch
during which time structured net
working activities will be available.
Early registration is advised;
workshops will be assigned on a
first come, first served basis.
For more information about the
conference, contact H arriet
Gorodetsky, Conference Commit
tee Chairman, at (401) 351-3898.
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EDITORIALS
Reforms Bring More
Convenience to Registration
Registration brought nothing but headaches for students on cam
pus last year. Despite the fact that their registration cards told them
the time to come, many found themselves waiting in line for over an
hour to get to the feared computer.
Some students passed the minutes in line talking about who would
be operating those instruments of despair. Many thought it was
ridiculous to remove the Friars Club from the terminals and pay peo
ple to run a process that was in many respects a disaster.
This year the Registrar’s Office has dramatically turned the pro
cess around. The lines are very short, and the courteous people behind
the “ instruments of dispair” are telling the students how overcrowd
ed certain classes are. This stops people from taking part in hopeless
wild goose chases when they are forced to over enroll in a class. The
terminal operators can tell a student whether a class is over enrolled
by two of fifteen people, which can predict which professors will be
willing to accomodate extra students.
The hated computer has evolved into a valuable time saving tool
that benifits our student body greatly. We commend the people in
the Registrar’s Office for taking the controversial steps they took last
year, and we thank them for making the nightmare of registration
a easier chore.

Clearer Funds P olicy
Enacted
T he P rovidence C ollege Com m ittee on A dm inistration
(CO A ) recently adopted a fund-raising policy.
Announced by Vice President William T. N ero, the policy
states th at it will “ restrict its appeals for funds to those that
are absolutely necessary fo r the college’s general w elfare.”
This policy further states “ Requests for permission to solicit
gifts o r financial sup p o rt in behalf o f any groups at the col
lege should be m ade in w riting to the Vice President for
D ev elo p m en t....” Procedures for appeals o f decisions m ade
by this office are also established.
W e co ngratulate the C O A on this policy. It is about tim e
th at o u r p arents am ong o th e r constituencies stop being asked
fo r m ore financial su p p o rt.
This policy should also be helpful to student groups that wish
to “ go o ff cam pus” to raise m oney. Student groups can plan
fundraisers at th eir own leisure; it will be u p to them , however,
to subm it their request to the Vice President for Development
in enough tim e before the m oney is needed fo r notification o f
the decision to be m ade an d , if necessary, alternative plans to
be thou g h t o f o r fo r appeals to be made.
This policy should bring efficiency and legitimacy to fun
d raising events associated with Providence College.
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Politics and Ethics in an
Imperfect World
by Joseph Lennon, O.P.
Americans are proud of the high
ethical principles which motivated
the founders of our nation. But
they wonder if those principles
always inspire U.S. foreign and
domestic policy, or have, in fact,
been betrayed. Before implemen
ting policy, do government officials
first ask, “ does this action jibe with
out ethical ideals?” There is a
tendency in America to separate
practical politics from moral prin
ciples. We are told, for instance,
that traditional considerations of
right and wrong are null and void
in the am oral jungle which
characterizes
international
relations.
Enured to political corruption by
spy movies and daily scandals,
Americans don’t get too wrought
up over the fact that agencies like
the CIA and FBI occasionally use
immoral means to achieve morally
good objectives. We vindicate our
behavior by claiming: “ Our
enemies do it, why should’t we?”
So our political leaders, financial
ly scrupulous about their personal
conduct, often subscribe to what is
probably the most persistent of all
moral illusions: the ends-andmeans error.
Knavish means, it is argued, are
all right provided that they achieve
a politically good end. A specific
good end—good politically, good
morally—is set forth; then it is
asserted that morally reprehensible
means are justified because the end
in view is so good.
Is this Machiavellian strategem
ultimately impractical, counter
productive and self-defeating, or
does it work? Work or not, it
perverts political action, for when
bad means are used to achieve a
good end, almost inevitably the
means become the end and the end
becomes merely a means.
Take two examples, one noncontroversial, because a dead one:
the anti-communism o f Adolf
Hitler. Anti-communism is goodmorally and politically. But Hitler’s
means? Could anyone justify
them? Those means (illegal supressions, kangaroo courts, concentra
tion camps) became in time an end
themselves; anti-communism,

which won support for Hitler,
became merely a means to achieve
power for the Nazi politicians.
A controversial example: to
combat communism and protect
American commercial interests (a
good end), the U.S. supports
despotic right-wing governments.
A retired foreign service officer
remarks that he is not surprised
when people in Central America
seek assistance from the USSR.
“ After all, they perceive, and right
ly so, that the governments that are

“...for when bad means
are used to achieve a good
end, almost inevitably the
means become an end and
the end becomes merely a
means. ”
oppressing them are supported by
the U.S.” So they go to the only
other superpower around, to
“ avoid American imperialism”
and to be sustained by an ideology
that effectively explains “ their col
onial oppression.”
A crucial distinction must be
made, at this point, between two
principles of morality which seem,
akin and are often confused. The
one—a good end does not justify
evil means; the other, the proposi
tion that under certain cir
cumstances, when action is im
perative, one has to choose the
lesser o f two evils, or, to put it
another way, in politics one cannot
be paralyzed by perfectionism.
Politics is the art of the possible,
not the science of the ideal. Politi
cians seldom have a choice between
black and white*Sometimes their
choice is between two shades of
gray; rarely, if ever, is there a clear
choice between the wholly right and
the wholly wrong, between good
and evil. Neophyte politicians learn
early that making political deci
sions involves almost a constant
round of choosing les.sei
Prudence may require the tolera
tion o f a measure of evil in order
to prevent something worse, or to

save the limited good. The princi
ple of double effect is here involv
ed. It is the good effect, limited
though it may be, which is willed
and desired, not the evil which
must be tolerated. Prudence may
dictate a decision to let the cockle
grow with the wheat, not to over
drive the flock lest all fall by the
wayside.
Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, former am
bassador to the U.N., now suggests
that the U.S. can’t do everything
everwhere, but has to chose bet
ween what can and what cannot be
done. In the imperfect world in
which we live in political life, one
has to be satisfied with limited
goals, possible goals.
When one set of goals is reach
ed, there is an opportunity to move
ahead in the direction of the ideal.
But an all-or-nothing demand
usually end up with the nothing
triumphant.
Avowedly optimistic, Americans
like to think that moral ideals can
be translated into political objec
tives with one magnificent sweep.
They abhor settling for limited
goals and wonder why abstract
absolutes—truth, justice, peace—
cannot be transformed into con
crete political realities.
This is impossible—for two
reasons: (l)we live in an imperfect
world o f imperfect people
(theologians contend that Original
Sin remains a constant factor in all
political considerations); (2) of its
very nature, the political order
■must be relative. It admits only of
the politically possible—what,
given such and such circumstances,
can be done; not what ideally
should be done. Ideal cir
cumstances practically never exist.
The fact that politics involves
compromise and choices involving
lesser evils and limited goals is no
excuse for adopting a—to-hellwith-politics” aloofness. The per
son who is too good for politics is
too good for his fellowman—and
considerably more pure than
anyone on this earth has a right to
be.
Joseph L. Lennon, O.P.
Vice President for Community
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COMMENTARY
New Housing Rule Inadequate
by Dan Quinn
Well, it’s here. The long awaited
proposal of the Administration to
deal with the sorry state of the
housing situation has been issued
to the students and parents.
However, this proposal appears to
be creating more problems than
answers, which the Committee on
Administration has apparently
overlooked.
The first part of the proposal
states that the next freshmen class
will be limited to 900 students. Of
those 900, 825 will have housing
reserved for them. This is design
ed to cure the trend o f recent years
when the lucky ones have had to
deal with overcrowding and the
unlucky ones have had to move
off-campus.
However, this proposal will on
ly result in the same problems that
now exist.
Ideally, 825 freshmen will want
housing. But what happens if 850
want a room? 25 students are forc
ed o ff campus. Conversely, if 800
want housing, 25 upperclassmen
who wanted a room were denied
one by the administration trying to
fill the freshmen quota. Therefore,
whatever happens, this proposal in
tended to eliminate the necessity of
students being forced away from
the dorms can only add to the
problem.
The second point o f Father Cun
ningham’s proposal has given
freshmen and sophom ores
preference for the available oncampus spots. Left out in the cold
are the juniors and seniors who
came to P.C. under the impression

that they would be furnished hous
ing for four years. It is incorrect for
the school to assume that everyone
has the desire to move off-campus
after two years. In fact, I’m sure
there is more than one set of
parents who would not want their
daughter living in the high crime
neighborhood around P.C.
Why didn’t the school inform us
when we decided to attend, that the
problem o f housing would result in
an estimated 40 to 50 students be
ing forced off-campus next year?
Surely they could anticipate that
two years down the road, the pro
blem would escalate to a point
where
action
is
needed
immediately.
Why didn’t anyone tell that to
the ones who committed four years
and $45,000 to P.C. under the
assumption that they would be able
to live in a dorm?
Adding to this mess is the fact
that the situation off-campus is
growing dimmer. Several issues
come into play which make the
ability for some students to move
off-campus not only difficult, but
impossible. Mayor Paolino recently
indicated on a WDOM talk show
that he is formulating a plan which,
if it comes into fruition, will make
it harder and more expensive to live
in an off-campus apartment. In ad
dition, the new Federal Tax Laws
and im m inent property reevaluation in this area will force tax
rates and consequently rental rates
to rise an estimated 10-20 percent.
Therefore, we have the competing
forces of the school compelling its
students to move out and the con
ditions in the city not allowing the
students to live off-campus.

T here is no compromise
forseeable on the city’s part, so in
evitably the school must take some
action. The ball is obviously in
their court, but it now appears they
have dribbled it.off their foot and
are now watching it roll out of
bounds.
This is clearly a very touchy issue
which the school seems to only
half-heartedly deal with. It also
adds fuel to the fire of countless
other issues.
The most obvious issue is the
struggle w ith the E lm hurst
Neighborhood Association. One of
their major claims revolves around
the fact that the school is forcing
its students off campus. Now this
will be true, and the bargaining
position of the school with these
people should be greatly damaged.
A further consideration is the
fact that one of the major selling
points o f PC will be lost. Instead
of being known as the school which
can provide its students with ade
quate housing, we will be known as
the school which leaves its students
at the mercy o f local landlords who
should prove to make an even
larger profit at the expense o f PC
students.
The issues go on and on. I sup
pose that it is reassuring that the
administration is finally recogniz
ing that we have a problem o f ma
jor proportions which must be
dealt with immediately. However,
taking action for the sake o f tak
ing action is not the answer. The
important thing is to take the right
action. The new proposals o f Fr.
Cunningham are definitely not the
right action, and should be re
evaluated before any further
damage is done.

LETTERS
A P erspective to
C on sid er...
Dear Editors:
■ am aware that you have been
considering some important and
serious issues which have to do with
complaints you have recieved
regarding
C lifford
Bate’s
editorials. I have worked for
several newspapers, including The
Washington Post and while I am a
professor of English here at PC, I
continue to edit a literary book
press, so I have also had the oppor
tunity to consider some of the mat
ters I imagine you are presently
discussing.
1 think you will agree with me
that freedom o f speech is primary.
However, the freedom to say
anything should not be confused
with the obligation to print
everything. I may say that the
Holocaust never took place, or that
the Jews are promulgating all of the
miseries in the world (a no less un
substantial thesis than those
presented by Mister Bates), and 1
should not be restricted by anyone
from doing so. But it is not
necessarily a credit to someone else
that they publish my statements. In
fact, the principle o f good editing
to my mind, is the determination
o f the quality o f a work, both in
terms o f content and technique.
Puerile, feverish diatribes against
Jews, Negroes, and communists
have had a historical place in our
society, and they continue to have

Republicans Down, But Not Out
by George Will
The cloister-like calm o f
American life has been momentari
ly restored by the merciful end of
the election season, so now a large,
echoing fact can be quietly con
templated: In 1976, there was a ma
jority party. In 1986, there is not.
There is rough parity between the
parties as the 1988 campaign for
supremacy commences.
In t wo fields of competition, the
party with the most to lose
(Republicans defending more
Senate seats and Democrats defen
ding more governorships) lost
more. Republicans can take some
comfort from this, for several
reasons.
First, to be blunt, fewer o f the
inadequacies o f the Republican
Senate “ coattail class” of 1980
proved fatal than could have. Se
cond, the “ sixth-year itch” made
retention of Senate control by
Republicans unlikely. In the last six
elections in a President’s sixth year
(1918, 1926, 1938, 1958, 1966,
1974), the party not holding the
White House has won between four
(Republicans, 1966) and 13
(Democrats, 1958) Senate seats.
The average gain has been seven.
This year Republicans were going
to lose the Senate even if they did
as well as any party has done in the
six “ sixth-year” elections: four
losses. Tuesday, the Republicans
lost eight, one more than the
average.
In 1982, a change o f just 43,000
votes—a submicroscopic t o t a l spread over five states (Missouri,
Vermont, Rhode Island, Nevada,
Wyoming) would have restored
Democrats to Senate control.
And Democrats would already
have controlled the Senate then, if
in 1980 just 34,000 votes spread
over five states (Idaho, Arizona,
North Carolina, New Hampshire,

buildup has been derailed by his
Georgia) had gone the other way.
deficits. In 1988, Republicans can
In 1980, Republicans gained 12
run against the whole legislative
seats although Democratic Senate
branch as the cause o f whatever
candidates got nearly 3 million
blemishes remain on the Republic.
more votes, largely because of
By gaining eight governorships,
landslides for John Glenn in Ohio
and especially those of Florida and
and Alan Cranston in California.
Texas,
R epublicans
have
Cranston ran 180,000 votes ahead
strengthened their hand in com
of Ronald Reagan in their home
peting for electoral votes in the 50
state in 1980.
elections th at com prise the
The 1980 Republican freshman
presidential election.
And
class averaged just 53 percent of the
Republicans have improved their
vote. Six freshmen got less than 51
position for the coming contest of
percent. That, in a year when the
the early 1990s—the struggle to
Republican vote was unnaturally
shape state redistricting plans after
large and m any depressed
the 1990 census, thereby gaining
Democrats stayed home. Further
seats
in
the
House
of
m ore, in 1980 some weak
Representative.
Republican candidates beat some
In 1986, Republicans invested
Democratic incumbents who were
extravagant hopes in their advan
weaker than their electoral record
tage at fund-raising and their abili
indicated, because they had had an
ty to finance “ the blocking and
easy ride in the Republicans’
tackling o f politics” —the com
disaster year o f Watergate, 1974.
puterized mailing and phoning that
Republicans have tended to ■ identifies, contacts and goads par
think that in 1980 the Democratic
ticular voters to the polls-.
Party crumbled to dust like a scor
However, one heartening lesson of
ched leaf. But even in the heat of
Tuesday’s results is that television,
Reagan’s 1980 success, Democrats
technology and Niagaras o f cash
won 65 percent of all contested
reach o f point sharply declining
elections. One reason Democrats
utility.
made relatively disappointing gains
The cloister like calm will soon
in the House this year (seven seats;
be shattered by the thundering herd
the “ sixth-year” average is 53) is
o f presidential candidates, one of
that Republicans made so little pro
whom may be pleasantly surprised
gress in 1984, even when assisted by
by gaining from his party’s losses.
Reagan’s landslide.
Because o f his role as Majority
In 1984, Republicans gained just
Leader in the televised Senate,
14 House seats. Reagan carried 372
Robert Dole had the best 1986 of
of the 435 congressional districts,
any Republican presidential
but Republicans won only 181. In
aspirant. Before Tuesday, he said
Warren Harding’s 1920 landslide,
his chances would be hurt by a
there were only approximately 15
Democrat takeover of the Senate.
such “ splits” . Today’s electorate is
But he actually may be helped,
adept at ticket-splitting.
and not just because he will have
Another reason for Republican
fewer institutional responsibilities
consolation is that there are limits
keeping him from campaigning.
to the damage a hostile Senate can
Now he will be conspicuous as
do to the Reagan agenda, and such
Reagan’s embattled advocate in a
a Senate will be an inviting target
boiling sea o f Democrats. That is
in 1988.The Reagan economic pro
an enviable role for a Republican
gram is in place. His military . aspirant.

a place here. There are Neo-Nazi,
racist and red-baiting publications
which are available everywhere in
America, and while I am not pro
ud o f them, I am proud that my
country permits the flow of various
viewpoints. I also realize that while
I respect the rights of whoever in
tends to publish right wing pro
paganda, I do not feel compelled
in any way to accept such material
in my capacity as editor. The
Washington Post accepts guest
editorials, but they would not print
one advocating the castration of
Negroes because the editors
evaluate material. They don’t stoop
to printing disparaging, distorted,
or deceptive editorials simply
because they will have the effect of
provoking a response. When they
aren’t misled by an administration,
they make a point of distinguishing
between information and spurious
disinformation, between creative,
provocative views and ethnic
provocation.
1 intend this letter only as a
perspective to consider, not as ad
vice. And I address this only to the
editors since it concerns editorial
responsibility and I do not want
that to be confused with a critique
o f Clifford Bates’ opinions.
Cordially,
Forrest Gander

From the P C
Bake Shop
Dear Editor:
As an employee of PC Bake
Shop for close to 9 years I would
like.to say a few things so that we
and the students may be introduc
ed to one another. Our retired boss
was a most colorful person a man
with a great knowledge.of sports
and a man with a big heart, Kenny
Ingham. Presently we have Mr.
Joseph Vorro whose wife recently
retired from Alumni Hall. Joe is a
fine man of integrity who former
ly owned his own bakery. Then we
have John Marcos an excellent
cake decorator and very nice per
son. New to us is our boss Mr.
Richard Di Stefena formerly of
“ Creative Pies” considered the

Michelangelo ol Baking, and his
assistant Mr. Dennis Martin who is
a very capable sort. Then finally
there is me Harold Leary bakers
helper, pot washer. 1 am proud to
be part of the team and we are pro
ud of every one in food service. No
wonder I go singing all day long
because I am happy and love
everybody, worker, students, and
everyone. We hope everything is
O.K. and we especially wish you all
God and happiness. On behalf of
all at the bake shop with a special
notation to Father Heath who visits
us and encourages us by his
presence I close.
Harold Leary
Food Services

“ The R in g ” W elcom es
N ew M em bers
Dear Editor,
I want to thank your newspaper
for helping to publicize the forma
tion of a new student club on cam
pus devoted to the discussion of
serious questions in contemporary
American life.
The group has now held two
meetings, decided on a name—The
Ring—and established a date and
place for the third meeting: Thurs
day evening, November 13, at 7:30,
in McGreevy Conference Room in
Slavin Hall.
Among other things they will
focus on Ayn Rand’s provocative
book, The Virtue o f Selfishness.
I want to stress, and I think I
speak for everyone in the club, that

attendence at this and future
meetings is still very much open to
any interested students at the col
lege. No one should consider
himself or herself an unlikely
member because of concentration,
graduation year, or any other fac
tor. While the role of faculty is
diminishing as a clear and strong
pattern of student leadership
emerges, I continue to hope for
topics and format that cut across
lines of specialization, encouraging
the widest possible participation.
Sincerely,
Dr. Edward Me Crorie
Professor of English
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H ousing Rule: “ A Step in the
W rong D irection”
Dear Editor

PC Troopers?
Dear Editor:
Let’s put an end to this
foolishness about P.C. Security be
ing compared with the Rhode
Island State Police.
First of all, 1 can’t figure out
where Miss Cardarpoli gets off
comparing the two. It is, as the old
adage goes, “ like comparing apples
and oranges.”
Secondly, to the “ friend who ap
preciates security” , I agree with
you that Miss Cardarpoli did not
treat the security of our school fair
ly. 1 respect those men for what
they are, not for what people ex
pect them to be; which is

supermen, apparently. However,
your remarks about R.l. State
Troopers are, at least, off-color
and demeaning. State Troopers do
not only handle speeders and ac
cidents. No, their jobs take them
way beyond these two duties. And
to even think, let alone say, that
P.C. Security “ handles more
dangerous calls than some troopers
ever handle” is, in a word,
assinine. Quite a few troopers stand
over six feet and weigh upwards of
205 lbs. And all, I repeat, all of
them, are in excellent shape and
can handle themselves very well,
thank you. And yet you insist that
they handle only menial tasks such
as speedins and accidents!

My knowledge o f the State
Police is extensive enough to make
these remarks, since my father was
on the State Police, and retired as
a Lieutenant just last month after
23 dedicated years on the force.
The one hundred seventy-five or
so members of the Rhode Island
State Police are hand picked and
very well chosen. It is a class act
which demands much more respect
from unknowledgeable and critical
people.

Stephen Pickett ‘89

R eagan D ou b le H eaded Feared
is one of my favorites to make fun
Today is November Fourth, and of, Howard Baker, nineteen-year
there are many elections taking senator from Tennessee. He is the
place today all over the country. dullest, most un-inspiring man to
So, instead o f writing about the occupy a Senate seat in this cen
Elmhurst area problem or the tury, and he has not accomplished
mayor, I felt like writing about na very much while sitting in that seat.
tional politics, like the coming 1988 I simply cannot see Baker moving
Presidential race.
Congress to action. A president
Why not? It’s fun...sort of. must have something of a per
Then again, though, it’s also fun
sonality; Reagan can tell a joke,
thinking about whether or not Jim
and even that punk rocker Nixon
Morrison is alive and doing con
bet on football games (I’m sure he
struction work on Connecticut’s took Chicago last year because of
highways. Talk to me if you have what happened there in 1968).
any information about this rumor.
Baker will be buried on Super
We are all going to be eligible to Tuesday, which is March 8th, 1988.
vote in the 1988 election, and I’ve The twelve states holding primaries
been following the possible can and caucuses that day will lower his
didates for about a year now.
body .down and bury it in
I ’d like to focus on the
Republican hopefuls now, and
maybe next week I’ll examine the
Democrats.
First off, it’s fairly obvious that
George Bush is the frontrunner.
Bush was a Representative from
Texas for four years and the Chair
Alabama, and they will erect his
man of the Republican National
tombstone with the dates reading
Comittee for two years. What • 1926-3/8/88.
scares me most about him, though,
Now, serious politics(?). Jack
is that he spent two years as the
Kemp will emerge as the darkhorse
Director of the Central Intelligence
candidate reminescent of 1984’s
Agency. Can you imagine if Bush
Gary Hart. Political betting may be
won the nomination and chose
at an all-time high among reporters
Wiliam Casey, the C.I.A.’s current
if the former N.F.L. quarterback
director, as his running mate? Even
were to face former Knicks basket
his predictions for Redskins games
ball star Bill Bradley in the national
would be kept secret.
presidential election. As a
Robert Dole, Senate Majority
Democrat, I must admit I like
Leader, is another seeking the
Kemp; he’s a progressive; he’s
Republican nomination. Dole has
young and energetic; and he has a
not impressed me at all, though he
sharp grasp of the American
seems to bring some sort o f order
economy. However, he also lacks
to the Senate debates. What
new ideas. As soon as Bill Bradley
bothers, me about Dole is the fact
-and Gary Hart proposed tax
that he has not raised all heck over
reforms, Kemp jumped on the
the farmer’s plight in the mid-west.
bandwagon. He’s not a very
The man is from Kansas, and yet
original political thinker, and that
he seems to not want to upset the
could be a drawback if he were
Republican brass. If he cannot to
elected.
speak’up loud and clear for his own
Pat Robertson, the television
constituents, then I do not believe
evangelical preacher, is an obvious
I would want him for my president.
candidate, yet he has as good a
The third most likely candidate
chance of getting the nomination as
Lennv Bruce does.

Robert P.
Toole

Preachers like Robertson, Jim
my Swaggart, and Jerry Falwell,
are more harmful and detrimental
to the welfare and well-being of this
country than they are good.
Robertson does not even have a
grasp on reality, let alone politics.
He believes that taking away my
Bob Dylan and Grateful Dead
records, my James T. Farrell and
Hunter S. Thompson books and
my Winston cigarettes would be
good for me and my soul. Right,
and staying home to watch mass on
television is the same as going to
church.
Robertson is nothing more than
a lunatic who brainwashes people
into thinking he’s got a hotline to
God. 1 cannot wait to see the
Village Voice tear this man to
shreads in print each week.
As for others who have surfac
ed in speculation, such as former
UN
Am bassador
Jeane
Kirkpatrick, Nevada Senator Paul
Laxalt and of course, Harold
Stassen, I do not think there is any
chance at all to even stay in the race
after two or three primaries.
It seems we’re back to a full, allout throat-slitting bloodbath again,
where both parties are going to
have to pound it out for the White
House. This will not be test of par
ty ideaology, but a test o f which
party will lead America into the
1990’s and beyond into the next
century.
I like the Democrats, who are
completing their move towards the
mainstream o f politics.
Bush and Dole lack the leader
ship abilities that are desperately
needed to lead this country out of
the fog of unfairness that has
hovered over the Reagan ad
ministration. Baker, Kirkpatrick
and Stassen lack everything one can
name, and only Jack Kemp seems
to be a quality leader.
Now, let’s sit back, relax, crank
up some Jimmy Morrison and the
Doors on the stereo, smoke a butt,
and think about what courses to
take .for next semester.

As we are all aware, there have
been numerous problems concern
ing residence policies here at PC.
I feel I speak for many students
when I say that the new “Freshmen
Preference” policy approved by Fr.
Cunningham is a step in the wrong
direction.
My own personal experience
with the residence office this year
has been far from fair. At the end
o f last year, my roomates and I
went through the lottery process
legitimately, and felt happy
because we were able to get a fair
ly large room. When we returned
in September, we. found four
freshmen happily living in our
room and we were moved into a
smaller room. This was not what
the Friars told us on our first cam
pus tour! For our third year on
campus, we expected better treat
ment. Residence politely, but firm
ly, told us that since the freshmen
had already moved into “ our
room,” we had no rights to it. We
(my roomates and I) understand
that perhaps it was necessary to
turn our bigger room into a quad,
but we feel we should have been
told in advance and given at least
an explanation, if not some kind of
choice.
I feel the new policy
discrim inates
against
up
perclassmen. Most upperclassmen

will testify to the fact that we were
told guaranteed housing was a
ddistinct advantage at P.C. To me,
whether this was ever official policy
is unimportant. Who knows how
many upperclassmen might have
chosen other schools had they not
assumed guaranteed housing?
1 understand the need for reform
in residence policy, but I don’t
think the upperclassmen should be
scapegoats. If freshmen are to be
given prefered housing (or any
other change in residence policy),
I don’t think this change should
begin until the freshmen class of
’94. In this way the classes of
’88,’89, and ’90 will continue to get
housing under current lottery pro
cesses. In this way the class of ’94
and all classes after it will know,
in advance, what PC’s housing
policy will be for their four years
here. This will cause problems, un
til these three classes have left PC,
including less freshmen (for those
three years) being attracted to a
school where they are not
guaranteed housing. This is a price
I feel the school is obligated to pay.
I wish the residence board much
luck in ironing out new residence ]
policies, and I hope fairness to u p -:
perclassmen will be kept in mind.
Sincerely
Christopher Medeiros
Class of 88

M ore Research Needed in
C olum n
Dear Editor:
As a regular reader of The Cow!
I am pleased to note the frequent
coverage of national issues. In your
5 November 1986 edition, the Cowl
carried a report on the Stategic
Defense Initiative (SDI). Students
and other readers are surely in
terested in SDI which has been
much debated especially in the
aftermath o f the Iceland Summit.
Unfortunately, your readership got
a glaringly unenlightened analysis
of SDI in the article written by
Joseph A. Giammarco.
With respect to feasibility of
SDI, Mr. Giammarco notes, “ I
have not heard too many
arguements against the plan... and
the opposition I have heard seems
to be lacking in substance” . In light
o f the intense debate among scien
tists regarding the technical
challenges confronting SDI
developers, Mr. Giammarco’s
observation suggests that he has
not done any substantive research
on the topic. It appears to this
reader that Mr. Giammarco wrote
an article based principally on his
opinion and superficial understan
ding of stategic defense. To eschew
the extensive body of information
and enlightened opinion on this
topic is a disservice to your readers.
The Cowl and Mr. Giammarco
should be held to a higher standard
of reporting.
I would like to invite Mr. Giam
marco to do a better job reporting
on the topic o f SDI. I would pro

pose that he consult the plethora of
technical reports including those
published by the Defense Depart
ment, the General Accounting Of
fice and the Union of Concerned
Scientists (there are many others as
well). These reports are available in
any library and can be readily
understood by educated citizens.
These sources can provide a
framework to understand the issues
related to strategic defense general
ly. In addition, the projected cosi
o f SDI and the cost ol
countermeasures to neutralize SDI
are presented. Finally, and this is
an important point to discuss tc
understand the reasons why the
Soviets fear SDI, the offensive
capabilities of SDI are outlined.
With a modest effort, Mr. Giam
marco can surely present a more
complete analysis of SDI’s poten
tial to enhance or compromise the
security of the United States—botl
positions are arguable. A report o
the type I have proposed would bi
far more useful and appropriate fo
a college newspaper. In the abseno
of such a report in the near future
I will be happy to write a featurfor The Cowl and discuss the issue
I have alluded to above.
Thank you for your patient at
tention to my remarks and fo
publishing this letter.

Yours very truly,
John J. Colby, Ph.C
Professo

In the spirit of building a representative paper, The
Cowl welcomes all responsible comments and sug
gestions in this section. Deadline is Friday at 5 PM,
Slavin Center, Room .109.

BUSINESS
Business
News
Summary

Stock Tips:
W eek in
R eview

Week o f Nov. 3-9
Tuesday
People Express Inc. accepted the
revised takeover bid offered by
Texas Air Corporation as they had
little time remaining on their pre
sent contract. The two companies
reached an agreement that would
allow Texas Air to buy People Ex
press for stock valued at $115
million, whcih is about $9 million
less than the original pact.

by Ed Walsh
Although the major market
jump 1 was looking for last week
didn’t occur, many experts still
agree that the market is right
around the corner from record
highs. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average fell 5.06 points on Friday,
which trimmed its gain for the
week to 8.72 points.
The Bond Market got clobbered
late last week, as the weak recep
tion for the US Treasury’s auction
of $29 billion in bonds was follow
ed by an upbeat report on October
employment. This major loss in the
Bond Market reflected the week en-

General Motors Corporation an
nounced that it will continue to run
its South African subsidiary under
the direction of an American chief
executive. Local management will
purchase the plant after current
contract disputes are resolved.
G.M. decided to sell its operations
because o f losses, pressures, and
the fact that South Africa had
taken very few steps to end apar
theid, the racial segregation issue.
A Connecticut investment band
er has pleaded guilty in an attempt
to steal a combined $36.5 million
from five different banks. The
defendant faces up to 20 years in
prison after a 32 count indictment,
yet, “ never intended to steal any
money from the banks.”
Wednesday
Pepsico Inc. is negotiating with
officials from the Soviet Union in
order to open a chain of Pizza Hut
restaurants there. This deal would
make Pizza Hut the first foreign
restaurant firm to operate in the
Soviet Union. Pepsico and Pizza
Hut have been affiliated since 1977.
The McDonald’s Corporation
has also been discussing their
system with the Russians but have
not formulated any plans thus far
in the negotiations.
Union Carbide Corporation has
instituted a recapitalization pro
gram in order to lower their debts,
strengthen their financial profile,
and create more freedom in opera
tions. The plan will center on three
points o f internal transactions and
the sale o f 25 million new common
Thursday
A.T. & T attempted to calm the
nerves o f its employees this week
as there was much concern over the
idea of widespread layoffs and cut
backs. The company reported that
such rum ors are based “ on
speculation, not fact.” The Infor
mation Systems divsion published
an internal memo indicating that
they will institute such a reduction
plan, however, n o t o f the
magnitude suggested in the rumors.
Chrysler Corporation is now inContinued to page 8

Standard of
Living
Increasing
Americans are increasing their
standard of living at a rate o f more
than 20 percent every decade.
The U.S. standard o f living —
measured by the goods and services
consumed by the average American
— has doubled during the last 35
years. The most critical factor in
this country’s economic progress
has been productivity gains. The
output of the average U.S. worker
more than doubled during the first
half o f this century. It more than
doubled again during the last 35
years. Although recent productivity
growth has slowed, technological
breakthroughs and more stable
prices are shortly expected to lift
Continued on page 9

Atlantic Coast States
Are the Leaders!
The Atlantic Coast states — led
by New England, New York, New
Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina
and Florida — will be among the
fastest growing areas in the U.S. in
1987, according to the Conference
Board’s regional outlook report.
They will be joined by Arizona and
California.
Personal income in these regions
is likely to increase by 6.5 percent
to 7.5 percent, compared with
about 5 percent for the nation as
a whole. Unemployment rates will
remain among the lowest in the na
tion, paced by New England’s rate
of about 4 percent.
The Conference Board analysis
— Regional Economies and
Markets — examines the outlook
for this country’s nine major
geographic regions. It focuses on
four key economic barometers:
personal income, employment, new
construction and retail trade.
Fast Growth Areas Marked By
Diversity
The fastest growing areas of the
country share a number of com
mon ingredients. “ Most of them
have a diversified economy, a large
and thriving service sector and a
modern manufacturing base,”
declares Steven Malin, the Board’s
specialist in regional economic
trends. “ Many fast growth areas
also do not rely heavily on either
agriculture or mining, have a
limited vulnerability to the penetra
tion o f foreign imports, and enjoy
easy access to major coastal ports
and waterways.”
Where Regional Growth Will Be
Slower
Slowest growth in 1987 is ex
pected in this country’s energy
dominated southwestern states
(Texas, Oklahoma, Louisana, and

Arkansas), parts o f the deep south
(the East South Central region) and
western states dependent on oil and
mining (including Utah, Colorado
and New Mexico). Lagging per
sonal income growth major and
weak employment prospects seem
ahead, with the unemployment rate
hovering at twice the current 7 per
cent national average in many of
these regions. One bright spot;
signs of stabilization in office
vacancy rates, which are running at
over 30 percent in many major
cities, could signal the beginning of
a turnaround in these areas.
“ The weakest regions during the
next year will be hampered by their
relatively narrow industrial mixes
and by their continuing reliance on
agriculture, extractive industries
and industries undergoing long
term decline,” Malin observes.
The nation’s industrial and farm
centered heartland (the East North
Central and West North Central
regions) will match or run only
slightly below national growth rates
in 1987. This structurally depress
ed area is being buoyed by im
pressive gains in nonmanufactur
ing, which is accounting for about
80 percent of all the new jobs. The
outlook for 1987 is dampened,
however, by sluggish manufactur
ing output and by continued
weakness in the farming sector.
Notes Malin: “ The more op
timistic 1987 prospects for these
two critical regions hinge on some
delicate assumptions — namely,
that U.S. auto production averages
between 7.5 and 8 million units, in
terest rates will not increase
significantly, and farm prices will
firm up.”
From Charlotte to Nashville,
Chicago to Tacoma

The N ew D B A : W h at’s
In It F or You?
by Rob McGehee
There are presently over 1100
students majoring in business at
PC. The Department of Business
Administration is by far the largest
department and it’s administrators
face a tremendous amount of
work. Beginning last Sept, the
D epartm ent o f Business Ad
ministration has been reorganized
into a better, more efficient system.
The biggest structural change in
volves the dividing o f the Depart
ment of Business Administration
into four p a rts: M arketing,

Business Administration, Finance,
and Accounting: each of which has
their own department head and
operates separately. The entire
Department o f Business Ad
ministration is headed by one
chiarperson, Mr. Auclair, whose
authority is restricted to presenting
the departmental recommendations
for promotion. He is elected by all
the members o f the Department of
Business Administration.
I Prioer to this school year the
Department o f Business Ad
ministration was run by a single
director who was in charge of all

Other observations in the new
Board regional economic analysis:
‘ Despite New England’s upbeat
outlook for 1987, its manufactur
ing sector is experiencing little or
no growth.
‘ Depressed economic pockets, in
cluding the ailing coal fields of
West Virginia, coexist in the South
Atlantic region with such boom
areas as W ashington, D .C .;
Charlotte, North Carolina; and
much of Virginia.
‘ Nashville, which is expected to
spearhead growth in the East South
Central region, is emerging as one
of the country’s leading distribu‘ Michigan’s employment rolls arc
being boosted "by strong production
gains in the auto and truck sector.
Nearby Illinois, however, is suffer
ing continued job losses in durable
manufacturing, especially in heavy
machinery
and
electrical
equipment.
‘ Minnesota and South Dakota are
likely to be pace setters in the West
North Central, building on a fast
growing base of financial services,
food processing and rising urban
construction.
‘ Arizona and California could suf
fer significant economic damage if
current weaknesses in their high
tech sector keep spreading.
‘ The oil patch states o f the
southwest are unlikely to spring out
of their doldrums in 1987, unless
the price of oil climbs to at least $18
a barrel.
‘ The ports in O regon and
Washington are helping boost
growth in the Pacific Northwest.
Key growth factors: rising import
volume from Asia especially for
cars and steel, and increasing U.S.
export volume. Seattle-Tacoma is
one o f the rare U.S. ports that has
posted growing economic activity
during each o f the last three years.
four majors in the business sector
o f Providence C ollege.' The
Department o f Business Ad
ministration, being so large, has
proven to be too much fro one per
son to handle. The dividing of the
Departm ent o f Business A d
ministration into four parts has
created a specialized system in
which its administrators can better
advise students, concentrate on one
major, and create a more smooth
running atmosphere in the office.
For the process o f ordering books
for each course, scheduling the
business majors, and advising
students and new teachers is one
' Continued to page 8

Ed
W alsh
ding decline in the Dow Jones
Average. Investors fears of higher
interest rates had a major influence
on the market as a whole. 30-year
T-bonds soared to 7.66 percent, vs.
7.62 percent a week earlier.
In the face of new worries about
rates, stocks are showing surpris
ing strength, traders say. Last
week, there were signs that in
vestors were gobbling up
technology stocks, utilities and
others that have been out o f the
limelight for a while. Still, the
markets strength is coming from
takeovers-real and rumored. Many
investors feel, however, that these
takeovers are giving the market a
false sense of security. The problem
with these takeovers is that they
won’t take the market into ’87.
Takeover fever is expected to break
after the first of the year, when tax
law changes will make some acuisition more expensive for both
buyers and sellers.
My prediction for the weeks
ahead is that takeovers will push
Continued on page 8

Students
Selling to
Students
by Sue Holian
Selling has recently become a
rage on college campuses. Students
who wish to have part-time jobs for
either spending money or tuition
are finding positions with big com
panies as campus representatives.
College students are estimated to
have excess income o f about $200
per student per month. This new
found market, which had never
really been targeted before, is now
being sought by such companies as
Miller, Pepsi, AT&T and En
cyclopedia Britannica.
The companies use students to
sell their product to other students,
by either representative selling, give
aways, or door to door.
These new salesmen learn the art
of selling, as well as earning up to
$300-$500 a week. They also have
the possibility of careers upon
graduation.
In order to become a student
salesman, the Providence Journal
suggests you write to:
Direct Selling Association
I730M St. NW
Washington, DC 20036
You should also check the job
boards or career center.
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Continued from page 7
vestigating an electronic steering
system for use in some of their 1988
models. The new system provides
power even when the car engine is
off. It is'smaller, safer, and more
fuel efficient than hydraulic rackand-pinion steering systems. The
new system contains no fluid, belts,
pumps or pulleys and is easier to
maintain.

Time Inc. has decided to take its
new investment, Picture Week, off
the market in order to concentrate
on other projects. Picture Week
had a 15 month test period in which
Time had invested $30 million for
marketing and development. The
magazine was meant to be a highly
illustrated news weekly.
Fiat S.P.A ., Italy’s .largest
privately held corporation, won
control o f Alfa-Romeo after
defeating a bid from Ford Motor
Company. Fiat offered to buy the
company in its entirety while
Ford’s offer was to purchase the
company in increments over a
period of time. The company will
cost Fiat about 8 trillion lire, or
$5.7 billion.
Saturday
Consum er debt increased
rapidally as people attempeted to
finance new-car purchases. This is
a result of cut-rate financing deals
offered by auto-makers in order to
reduce their high 1986 inventories.

There is a record high level o f con
sumer spending and a record low
level of consumer saving over the
past 4 months.
The most significant economic
consequences resulting from the
elections will stem from the fact
that the Democrats are now in
decisive control of both houses.
President Reagan based his cam
paign on a strong Republican
house, but that has now ended two
years before his own term. He will,
however, possess strong blocking
power due to the veto process.
Sunday
Citicorp has expressed interest in
buying all or parts of BankAmerica
Corporation, the second largest
banking company in the nation. It
is illegal for New York banks to
buy those on the West Coast until
1991, but Citicorp is working
around this by stating that “ if they
are willing to sell, then we are in
terested in buying.” Citicorp has
: not made a formal bid at the preColgate-Palmolive Corporation
has undertaken a new strategy
•under the direction of Rueben
Mark, its chairman and cheif ex
ecutive. The company is tradi
tionally a distant second to rival
Procter and Gamble, but, with in
spiration through leadership, they
have been able to create high
morale within the company. This
new life has brought ColgatePalmolive to the top of the charts
in many areas._______________

THIS YEAR’S
REQUIRED READING
FORI,000,000
COLLEGE GRADUATES

C onsum er News:

Fall ’86 Consumer Info Catalog

Americans are increasing their
standard of living at a rate of more
than 20 percent every decade.
The U.S. standard of living —
measured by the goods and services
consumed by the average American
— has doubled during the last 35
years. The most, critical factor in
this country’s economic progress
has been productivity gains. The
output of the average U.S. worker
more than doubled during the first
half of this century. It more than
doubled again during the last 35
years. Although recent productivity
growth has slowed, technological
breakthroughs and more stable
prices are shortly expected to lift
U.S. productivity back to its long
term growth path.
“ While there are still distressing
pockets o f poverty in this country,even the most ardent Utopian at
the turn of the century could not
dream of the affluence and quali
ty of life in today’s America,”
declares Fabian Linden co-author
of this study.
The study provides a fact filled
profile of this country’s economic
progress during most of the 20th
century. Entitled “ How We Live:
Then and Now” it tracks advances
in a broad spectrum of categories,
ranging from income and housing
to poverty and leisure.
The 17 Minute Six Pack
A telling barometer of this coun
try’s escalating living standards:
fewer and fewer hours of work are
required to buy a wide range of
everyday goods. The average
American now earns enough in six
minutes to buy a dozen eggs, down
from 13 minutes in 1960; it takes
two hours of work to buy a toaster,
down from six hours in 1960; and
it takes only 17 minutes to buy a
six pack of beer, compared with a
half hour in 1960. ___________

Other trends underscoring
America’s rising standard of living:
*The number of Americans earn
ing a paycheck has jumped by 50
percent during the last two decades,
twice as fast as the population.
‘Average family income in the
U.S. is nearly $33,000, up from
$17,125 in 1950, in today’s dollars.
‘Twenty-five percent of all homes
in the U.S. have been built during
the last 15 years, greatly improving
the general quality of housing.
‘ Over 40 percent of all U.S.
households own two or more
automobiles, up from only 15 per
cent in 1960.
‘The real net worth o f U.S.
households has tripled during the
last 35 years.
“ Across the board, the average
American family is increasingly
able not only to buy more high
quality necessities but to have
money left over to purchase an
abundance of conveniences and
luxuries,” Linden notes.
Women: A Quest For Pay Party
The report emphasizes that the
mass movement of women into the
mainstream o f the n atio n ’s
economic, political and intellectual
life has been one of the most
remarkable stories o f this century.
While less than one-in-four women
were working early this century
(most of them were single and
labored on farms and factories),
three-out-of-five working-age are
earning a paycheck today.
Education has been the key lad
der boosting women into higher
paying jobs. Half of all college
students today are women, up from
only one-third as recently as 1960.
“ The gender gap in education is
vanishing,” the study notes.
“ Slowly, but inexorably, women
are advancing into professional and
managerial occupations. Three for-

more people advising this year ad
visors can get to know their
students better and give them more
personal attention.
The Divisional director are as
follows: Marketing-Ms. Caldwell,
Business A dministration- Dr.
Trofi, Finance- Dr. Cerwonka
(fall) and SR Butcher (spring), and
accounting- Mrs. Hartley.
This transformation has been re
quested by faculty members for a
long time. It clearly seems to be for
the better of Providence College
Business Department, its faculty
members and its students.______
Tips for the week:
Now is a great time to get into
the market. The Dow will top its
record in the very near future and
stock prices will soar. Look to buy
into the technology and utilities
issues. IBM is the lowest its been
in a while, so that could be a good
buy. There are again no “ sell” ’
recom m endations this week
because of my optimistic attitude.

★ DBA continued from pg. 7
that requires much work. Now
each division has a director to con
centrate on that major and that
major only. The duties of a divi
sion director range from ad
ministrative duties, such as hiring
new faculty members, ordering
books, hold regular office hours,
to teaching courses and assisting
students. Divisional directors also
oversee a corp of advisors, a group
of people which has doubled with
the catagorizing of the Department
of Business Administration. With
★ STOCKS
Continued from page 7
the Dow to new highs this month,
but unless there is any other “ signs
of life” in the weeks to come,
traders will be giving their
customers sell recommendations. If
the Dow can top its record of
1919.71 that I saw this summer,
that would set off a “ buy” signal
under the so called Dow Theory.

midable forces — education,
feminism and Federal law — have
combined to topple many tradi
tional barriers.”
Nevertheless, the study finds that
women still earn substantially less
than men. Women executives earn
about one-third less than men
working in comparable positions.
The income gap also prevails in
many other occupations.
Other findings:
•Despite a rising number of single
people and divorces, over 70 per
cent of all Americans live in hus
band, wife families.
•Per capita spending for recreation
(after eliminating inflation) is five
times higher today than it was in
the “ roaring 20s” .
•Over 12 million Americans travel
overseas each year, four times more
than in the early sixties.
•Over a five year period, more than
two out of every five Americans
change their place of residence.
•Americans at age 20 today can ex
pect to live until76, or some 11
years
longer
than
their
grandparents.
•An estimated 85 percent of the
population have some health in
surance. Still, this leaves some 35
million Americans with no
coverage at all.
•Today about half of all young
people enter college, compared
with only one in four in their
parents’ generation. The lifetime
earnings of a man with a college
degree are 50 percent more than
one with only a high school
diploma.
•While close to 60 percent o f all
men over the age of 65 were still
working in the early years of this
century, this figure has fallen to 15
percent today.
•Householders over age 65 now ac
count for 20 percent of the nation’s
incomes, but an extraordinary 40
percent of all personal financial
assets.
•The earnings gap between blacks
and whites is narrowing. On
average, black men working full
time earn 30 percent less than white
men, down from almost 50 percent
in the early fifties. Among women,
the earnings gap between whites
and blacks has declined even faster.
•One out of every four young black
men are unemployed; more than
half of all black babies are born to
unmarried women.
•Black college enrollment in the
U.S. increased threefold in the last
two decades, while total college
enrollment doubled.
•A doubling in the number of
single women with children over
the past 15 years has made pover
ty an increasingly stubborn
problem.
•Two thirds of the country’s poor
are white, the majority are adults,
and half of all poor families are
headed by men.

SPECIALIZING IN S O FT C O N TA C T S
PROFESSIONAL EYE CARE
Quality and Service
Welcome to Real World 101.
You’d be surprised how many college students go from
highlighting textbooks to highlighting the classifieds. The
feet is, a staggering number ofgraduates are unable to secure
a career in their field of study.
That’s why there’s a nationwide program for college
students called Cooperative Education. It allows students
to alternate studies at the college of their choice with pad,
practical work experience in the career of their choice. So
Co-op Education students graduate with more than a
degree. They have practical knowledge. And a
competitive advantage in a crowded job market.
If you’re a student, you should seriously consider the
Co-op Education Program.
Because after years of studying in college, the last thing
you need is another reading assignment.
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★ STANDARD OF LIVING
Continued from page 7
U.S. productivity back to its long
term growth path.
“ While there are still distressing
pockets o f poverty in this country,
even the most ardent Utopian at
the turn of the century could not
dream of the affluence and quali
ty o f life in today’s America,”
declares Fabian Linden co-author
o f this study.
The study provides a fact filled
profile of this country’s economic
progress during most of the 20th
century. Entitled “ How We Live:
Then and Now” it tracks advances
in a broad spectrum of categories,
ranging from income and housing
to poverty and leisure.
The 17 Minute Six Pack
A telling barometer of this coun
try’s escalating living standards:
fewer and fewer hours o f work are
required to buy a wide range of
everyday goods. The average
American now earns enough in six
minutes to buy a dozen eggs, down
from 13 minutes in 1960; it takes
two hours of work to buy a toaster,
down from six hours in 1960; and
it takes only 17 minutes to buy a
six pack of beer, compared with a
half hour in 1960.
O ther trends underscoring
America’s rising standard of living:
*The number o f Americans earn
ing a paycheck has jumped by 50
percent during the last two decades,
twice as fast as the population.
‘Average family income in the
U.S. is nearly $33,000, up from

$17,125 in 1950, in today’s dollars.
•Twenty-five percent of all homes
in the U.S. have been built during
the last 15 years, greatly improving
the general quality o f housing.
‘ Over 40 percent o f all U.S.
households own two or more
automobiles, up from only 15 per
cent in 1960.
‘The real net worth o f U.S.
households has tripled during the
last 35 years.
“ Across the board, the average
American family is increasingly
able not only to buy more high
quality necessities but to have
money left over to purchase an
abundance of conveniences and
luxuries,” Linden notes.
Women: A Quest For Pay Party
The report emphasizes that the
mass movement of women into the
m ainstream o f the natio n ’s
economic, political and intellectual
life has been one o f the most
remarkable stories of this century.
While less than one-in-four women
were working early this century
(most o f them were single and
labored on farms and factories),
three-out-of-five working-age are
earning a paycheck today.
Education has been the key lad
der boosting women into higher
paying jobs. Half o f all college
students today are women, up from
only one-third as recently as 1960.
“ The gender gap in education is
vanishing,” the study notes.
“ Slowly, but inexorably, women
are advancing into professional and
managerial occupations. Three for

midable forces — education,
feminism and Federal law — have
combined to topple many tradi
tional barriers.”
Nevertheless, the study finds that
women still earn substantially less
than men. Women executives earn
about one-third less than, men
working in comparable positions.
The income gap also prevails in
many other occupations.
Other findings:
‘Despite a rising number of single
people and divorces, over 70 per
cent of all Americans live in hus
band wife families.
‘Per capita spending for recreation
(after eliminating inflation) is five
times higher today than it was in
the “ roaring 20s” .
‘ Over 12 million Americans travel
overseas each year, four times more
than in the early sixties.
‘Over a five year period, more than
two out of every five Americans
change their place o f residence.
•Americans at age 20 today can ex
pect to live until76, or some 11
years
longer
than
their
grandparents.
‘ An estimated 85 percent o f the
population have some health in
surance. Still, this leaves some 35
million Americans with no
coverage at all.
•Today about half o f all young
people enter college, compared
with only one in four in their
parents’ generation. The lifetime
earnings of a man with a college
degree are 50 percent more than
one with only a high school

diploma.
‘While close to 60 percent of all
men over the age of 65 were still
working in the early years o f this
century, this figure has fallen to 15
percent today.
‘ Householders over age 65 now ac
count for 20 percent of the nation’s
incomes, but an extraordinary 40
percent of all personal financial
assets.
•The earnings gap between blacks
and whites is narrowing. On
average, black men working full
time earn 30 percent less than white
men, down from almost 50 percent
in the early fifties. Among women,
the earnings gap between whites
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and blacks has declined even faster.
•One out of every four young black
men are unemployed; more than
half of all black babies are born to
unmarried women.
•Black college enrollment in the
U.S. increased threefold in the last
two decades, while total college
enrollment doubled.
*A doubling in the number of
single women with children over
the past 15 years has made pover
ty an increasingly stubborn
problem.
•Two thirds o f the country’s poor
are white, the majority are adults,
and half o f all poor families are
headed by men.

Greyhound
presents
a simple lesson
in economics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.
Learn how easy it is to get away when
you go Greyhound.
Right now, Greyhound is offering a
new Student Discount program. Which
means you get a big $25 off the price of any
Greyhound round-trip, maximum-fare
ticket, $15 off any round-trip ticket costing
$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip
ticket costing $45 or more.
Just bring the attached coupon along
with your current college I.D. card to your
local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.
With a price this low, it's time you got
off campus. With a Greyhound Student
Discount fare.
Greyhound* 1 Sabin Street*75I-8800

Cut out the coupon and
cut out of town.
With the Greyhound Student Discount fare, you’ll
receive $25 off the price of any maximum-fare, round-trip
ticket; $15 off any round-trip ticket costing $75 or more;
and $5 off any round-trip ticket costing $45 or more.
t rs Simply bring this coupon and your current college
I.D. card to the Greyhound ticket location in your town.
for c.ol,l^ s'1lde"!s on> Not valid for travel 11/26/86 through 11/30/86and
12/23/86through 12/27/86. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable Offer
valid on sales originaung from selected locations. Ask your Greyhound Ticket Agent for
details. Offer expires February 1,1987.
6

fGO GREYHOUND
A nd leave the driving to us!

Current college I.D. will be required for ticket purchase andat the time ofuse
Tickets good for travdonly throughW87. Some restrictions apply. See Greyhound
lor complete details. Prices subiect to changewithout notice. © 1986Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Prisoner Publishes Book
Two new books by the imprison
ed leader of South Africa's anti
apartheid movement, Nelson
Mandela, have been recently
published in the United States.
They are THE STRUGGLE IS MY
LIFE and HABLA NELSON
MANDELA.
Mandela’s books are published
by Pathfinder Press in New York,
which also publishes boods by Fidel
Castro, Malcolm X, and leaders of
the Sandinista revolution in
Nicaragua.
THE STRUGGLE IS MY LIFE
brings together speeches and
writings by Mandela spanning
more than 40 years o f his activity '
in the African National Congress
(ANC), the major organization
fighting for the end of apartheid
rule in South Africa. Mandela’s
courtroom testimony in the 1964
trial at which he was sentenced to
life imprisonment is also included.
A special supplement contains ac

counts of Mandela in prison by his
fellow prisoners.
Among the most recent material
is Mandela’s reply to South African
President P.W. Botha’s 1985 offer
to release Mandela if the ANC
leader “ unconditionally rejected
violence as a plitical weapon.” In
his reply, read by his daughter Zinzi to a mass meeting in Soweto,
near Johannesburg, Mandela said:
“ Let him (Botha) renounce
violence. Let him say that he will
dismantle apartheid. Let him un
ban the people’s organization, the
African National Congress. Let
him free all who have been im
prisoned, banished or exiled for
their opposition to apartheid. Let
him guarantee free political activi
ty so that people may decide who
will govern them. . .
“ But I cannot sell my birthright,
nor am 1 prepared to sell the bir
thright of the people to be free. . .
“ Only free men can negotiate.

Prisoners cannot enter into con
tracts. . . I cannot and will not give
any undertaking at a time when 1
and you, the people, are not free.
"Your freedom and mine cannot
be separated. 1 will return.”
Mandela remains imprisoned at
the Pollsmoor maximum security
prison near Cape Town, despite the
growing movement in South Africa
and throughout the world deman
ding his release.
HABLA NELSON MANDELA
contains Spanish translations ofMandela’s courtroom testimony in
1962 and 1964, and the Freedom
Charter, the key document of the
South African freedom struggle.
Both books contain photographs
of Mandela, his wife, Winnie, and
protest activities in South Africa.
These books are available in local
bookstores or by mail from
Pathfinder Press, 410 West St.,
New York, NY 10014.

PC Students Direct Productions
by Kirsten Heckman
The Providence College Theatre
Program has offered its students
the opportunity to direct a produc
tion in a laboratory situation. This
can be done either thorugh Produc
tion class or an independent extra
curricular project.
This semester two students are
involved with directing shows.
Mark Enright will direct a staged
reading entitled The Spoon River
Anthology and James Colvin will
direct the full-length production of
Agnes o f God. To enhance a
Theatre Arts education of the stu
dent, experience and active par
ticipation, as well as study, are
essential. The Theatre progam
believes that by letting its students
have the opportunity to direct, they
discover first-hand what it is like,
not only to direct a production, but
also to have complete control over
its success or failure.

E nright, a senior Theatre
A rts/H u m anities m ajor and
veteran to many productions at PC
will be undergoing such a task. The
Spoon River Anthology by Edgar
Lee M asters is a series of
monologues which focus on the
lives and beliefs of various people
after they have past away. The
book includes 250 monologues; 35
with a wide variety of attitudes and
emotions were chosen to be used.
The cast includes Marie DeMaio,
Julie Marrinucci, Ted Deasy, Kel
ly Sullivan, Kelly Wescott, Paul
Champlain, and Fr. Cunningham,
O.P. The performance will be
November 17 in Siena 212.
During rehearsal, Enright works
intensely with m aking each
monologue have individuality and
importance. He has a very keen in
sight on how certain feelings and
characterizations should emerge
from the monologues, and he is

ATTENTION
D O N O T M ISS
THE ^

BRIGHT
LIGHTS
TH EATR E C O .

AUDITIONS
November 15 at The Hall Library,
Bright Lights Theatre Co. holds 1825 Broad Street Cranston at
auditions for A.R. Gurney, J r.’s 10am; November 16 at The Jewish
heartwarming drama, The Wayside Community Center 401 Elmgrove
Motor Inn, which will be presented Ave. Providence at 3pm;
in February and directed by Trini November 17 at The Jewish Comty Square’s, Barbara Blossom. Ac • munity Center at 7pm.
tors are neede for ten roles, in
Actors should bring head shots
cluding 6 men and 4 women. The and resumes but do not need to
characters’ ages range from college bring prepared performance pieces.
students through a couple in their For information call: 724-8030.
60s.
Auditions will be held as follows:

able to convey this message to his
actors in a very successful and
unintimidating fashion. Enright
already seems to have a flair for
directing and through the lab pro
duction he should be able to im
prove and expose his talent.
Colvin, directing the other stu
dent lab production, is a Theatre
Arts major who has also been very
active with the Theatre program.
Agnes o f God by John Peilman will
be presented on December 3 at 8
p.m. in Siena 212, with Maria
Rinaldi, Mia Anastasio, and Kathy
MacAreavy as cast members.
Agnes o f God is a very pro
vocative story about a young nun
who becomes pregnant and whose
child is found murdered immediatley following its birth. Col
vin says that he believes that the
questions of who fathered and
murdered the child are but a small
part of the story. He wants to put
more emphasis on the characters
and how the situation affects each
of them. Colvin says that directing
this production is a good oppor
tunity to try something provocative
and to see how it will be received
by the Providence community.
Although he feels that a wellreceived and successful production
is most desirable, he believes that
applying what he has learned in the
past to the production and gaining
new educational experience is most
important.
Studio Labs give the theatre stu
dent an opportunity to work on
directing skills in an uninhibiting
atmosphere. It allows the student
to come to know his capabilities
and talents as well as his inefficien
cies through audience reactions and
critiques of theatre faculty. This
should bo of benefit to the student
and her/his future.

Photo: Lli Woinborg

Pictured above: Nelson and Winnie Mandela, reprinted from “ Nelson
Mandela: The Struggle is My life.”

P P A C Presents:

“ Stop the World, I Want to Get
O ff”
Stop The World, I Want To Get
Off starring Anthony Newley takes
the Providence Performing Arts
Center stage Friday, November 21.
Early reviews of this unique pro
duction, co-authored by Newley
and Leslie Bricusse ranged from an
acclaimed “ tour-de-fource” to a
simple fantasy reminiscent of
Marcel Marceau’s Seven Ages of
Man. Newley portrays the oppor
tunistic character, Little Chap, as
he goes through his life’s adven
tures. The story, told in song, pan
tomime and dialogue brought enor
mous popularity to the now-classic
“ What Kind of Fool Am 1?” ,
“ Once in a Lifetime,” and “ Gon
na Build a Mountain.” Newley
stars with nine actresses who por
tray the various women who affect
his life in this play.
Newley left school in England at
the age of 14 to pursue an acting
career. His portrayal of the Artful
Dodger in David Lean’s produc
tion of Oliver Twist led to several
other successful shows. It was,
however, the success of Stop The

World I Want To Get Off in which
he starred, directed and wrote,
followed by his second musical hit
The Roar of the Greasepaint, the
Smell of the Crowd that firmly
established Newley as an enter
tainer. His nightclub engagements
around the world have earned ac
colades and in 1977, Newley was
named “ Male Musical star o f the
Year” in the 6th Annual Las Vegas
Awards Ceremony.
Other noteworthy collaborations
with Bricusse produced the score to
the TV production o f Peter Pan,
the film “ Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory” and Sammy
Davis’ international hit record,
“ Candy Man.”
Performances will be Friday,
November 21 at 8 p.m., Saturday,
November 22 at 2 and 8 p.m. and
Sunday, November 23 at 2 p.m.
Ticket prices range from $21.50 to
$27.50 and are on sale now at the
Providence Perform ing Arts
Center box office (421-ARTS) and
all Ticketron outlets. Master Card
and Visa are accepted.

RE: A Ten Second Public Announcement Reading:
There will be half-priced rush tickets for students and senior
citizens available for the November 21, 22, and 23 perfor
mances of STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF starring
Anthony Newley at the Providence Performing Arts Center.
To purchase rush tickets, patrons must present a valid I.D.
at the box office; these tickets go on sale one-hour before
curtain time. Curtain times at 8 p.m. on November 21 and
22, with matinee shows at 2 p.m. on November 22 and 23.
For further information call 421-ARTS.
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iRTAINMENT
P ian o D u et Ensem ble:
Free and Open to Public
The Providence College Music
Program will present the interna
tionally known Duo Casanova-de
la Mata in “ An Evening of FourHands, One-Piano Music” on
Saturday, November 22 at 8 pm in
Blackfriars Theatre. The perfor
mance is free and open to the
public.
The piano duet ensemble, Rosiat
Casanova and Violeta de la Mata,
hold bachelor and master of music
degrees from the New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston.
They did post graduate work at the
Academy of Music in Vienna,
Austria in original piano fourhands repertoire, with additional
repertoire coaching by Hungarian
Professor Ilonka Deckers in Milan,
Italy.
The Duo Casanova-de la Mata
has received grants for piano duet
concert performances abroad four
times from the Puerto Rican
government. In addition to perfor
ming in live and televised concert
appearances throughout the world,
the two have held teaching posi
tions at the Escuela Libre de
Musica High School in Hato Rey,
Puerto Rico since 1960. They are
founders of NEUMA, a student
association to promote educational
concerts by outstanding high
school music students, and direc
tors o f MUSICA A TU
ALCANCE, a recital series under

the auspices of the National En
dowment for the Arts through Arte
Para San Juan, which presents per
formances by alumni and faculty
members o f the Escuela Libre de
Musica de San Juan to culturally
deprived students and general com
munity members.
The program includes:
Polonaises, Op. 75 — Schubert
D minor
B fla t minor
E major
Sonata in C Major, K. 521 —
Mozart
Allegro
Andante
Allegretto
Intermission
Slavonic Dances — Duorak
Op. 72 No. 8 in A flat major
Op. 46 No. 6 in A flat major
Op. 46 No. 8 in G minor
Petrouchka — Stravinksy
First Scene
The Enchantment
Danse Russe
Second Scene
Petrouchka
Third Scene
The Blackamoor
Dance o f the Ballerina
Valse
Vivace, agitato

Till Tuesday Perform s
Live at P eterson Rec
by Kevin Cahill
Aimee Mann and Til' Tuesday
played at the Peterson Rec Center
Monday night, or did they? At
many points during Til'Tuesday’s
set they showed the crowd
glimpses of what could become a
successful live act however they
were not consistent in their
performance.
If Til’ Tuesday could see
themselves from the point of view
that the concert-goer has they too
would probably see their perfor
mance as inconsistent and in need
of energy.
Live, the music and focus are
centered around bassist/lead
vocalist Aimee Mann and guitarist
Robert Holmes.
Both Mann and Holmes, besides
having wonderfully sculpted hair
dos, posses admirable musical skills
and fine voices.
Without guidance from these
two Til’ Tuesday would hopeless
ly flounder in mediocrity. The
abilities of keyboardist Joey Pesce
and drummer Mike Hausmann
pale in comparison. Pesce’s back
ing vocals were perfect examples of
what happens when one tries to
project a voice that is meant to
serve as a harmonizing piece rather
than a major vocal part. The addi
tion of Dave Darby to play some
of the bass parts was a welcome ad
dition, allowing Mann to concen
trate on singing and playing rythm
guitar, adding an extra layer to Til’
Tuesday’s exotic sound.
Til’ Tuesday opened the show
with “ Looking Over My
Shoulder” . “Shoulder” had poten
tial as a live performance but the
sloppy mix out of the sound board
had M ann’s voice buried
underneath raspy guitars and
keyboards. “ Love in a Vacuum”
was a tease as to how good Til’
Tuesday can become. Taking a
relatively unknown song and turn
ing it into a crowd raiser is a tough
task and Til’ Tuesday did just that.

The rest o f Til’ Tuersday’s set
plodded through lack luster
numbers such as “ Coming Up
Close,” and “ What About Love” .
The climax occured when the band
launched into “ Voices Carry” .
Never once during the show did
Til’ Tuesday sound better or
tighter. If they took the energy and
perform ance th at they gave
“ Voices Carry” and transfered it
to the rest of their set, the show
would have been a complete suc
cess. The encores continued the
precedent set early in the show; the
songs vacillate between good and
bad. “ Maybe Monday” was par
ticularly uneventful and the
unreleased “ When He Puts His
Head Down” finished off the show
with a powerful punch.
Til’ Tuesday can deliver the
goods, but not always on time and
not as dependably as you would
like them to. Til’ Tuesday has
tremendous potential to be a hot
live band. Til’ Tuesday needs to
develop musicly as a live act until
they can live up to the sucess they
have had on vinyl.

Painting and drawings by Rosemary Morrissey at Hunt-Cavanaugh Gallery Nov. 1-21. (Photo by Mike
Reeves)

PC Theatre Program Presents
Diverse Dance Performance
The Providence College Theatre
Program will be presenting its first
mainstage dance performance on
November 21 at 8 pm in the
Blackfriars Theatre. This year a
select group of fifteen dancers and
five student choreographers were
joined to establish PC Dancers, a
performing group which is an ex
tension of the Theatre Program
Dance Club.
The works involve a wide varie
ty of styles including modern, jazz,
and ballet. The music selected for
the program is also very diverse and
ranges from Baroque harpsichord
music to the love theme from “ St.
Elmo’s Fire” .
The choreography in the perfor
mance will be created by Wendy
Oliver, Assistant Professor in
Dance at PC; Patrick Scully, guest
choreographer; and student
choreographers, Sandi Lynn
Fratini, Kirsten Heckmann,
Kristine Howard, Jane Lee and
Kim Lisi. In addition, Pam Trippel, a local professional dance ar
tist, will give a solo performance of
her own work.
The PC Dancers worked with
.Patrick Scully, a teacher from Min
neapolis who specializes in Action
Theatre. He was in residence at PC

from October 15 to October 21,
and during this time he taught the

develop the dances being
choreographed by the students.
This is the Providence College
Theatre Program’s first major
endeavor in the field of dance.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for
students. For ticket information
and reservations, call 865-2218.
dancers a unique and thought pro
voking piece entitled, Warsaw.
Student choreographers attend a
seminar each week conducted by
Wendy Oliver. The seminar is us
ed to discuss various aspects of
choreography and also to help

If You ve Never H eard O f It,
Ask Your Folks.

MOVIES - BOOKS
CLUBS - ART - BANDS
RECORDS ■ CONCERTS
THEATRE
p
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS IN
TEREST YOU? WOULD YOU BE IN
TERESTED IN WRITING ABOUT
THEM? IF THE ANSWER IS “ YES” ,
THEN THE A/E SECTION IS FOR
YOU! PLASE DROP A NOTE IN
P.0. BOX 2188. THANKS!

If They Won’t Tell You About It,
Then You Know It Must Be Great.
Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can,
and onto the shelves of your favorite store.
Discover it for yourself.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

by Fran Scire
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Every Mon. Nite is 5 lbs. Lobster
Raffle
Every Wed. Tom Hynes (DJ)
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Every Sat. Angle Road
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. The Buzz
For further information please
call.
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
G ulliver’s,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
Tues. Million Pictures
Wed. The Name
Thurs. Glass
Fri. & Sat. The Name
Sun. Loose Change
J.R .'s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Thurs. Warm Missies
Fri., Sat. The Name and Touch
Sun. Touch
K irby's, Rt. 7, Sm ithfield.
231-0230
Tues. English Mens and Ladies
Night
Thurs. Ladies Night-DJ
Fri. and Sat. DJ
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
Wed. Groovemasters
Thurs. Neck and Neck with
Tokeyo
Fri. Tales of Danger with Young
Neil and the Vipers
Sat. The Puppies open for A.C.
Reed
Sun. Comedien Movie
Mon. San Cho Panza, Action
Verbs, & Gene Harlow

Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Fri. Face to Face and MX in the
Middle Look one look
Sat. The Outlaws with Kid L
Dean, opening is The Whales
Sun. All Ages Show with Live
Skull, Neutral Nation, Wild Stairs
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974
Thurs. Sunka and the Saturn
Orchestra
Fri. Buddy Guy & Tuny Wells
Blues Band
Sat. Fat City
Sun. Funk Night
Mon. Tom Keegan and The
Language
Tues. Max Creek
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Mason’s
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Wed. WBRU Talent Search
Every Thurs. and Sun. Frank
Santos at 8 & 10
Every Friday-Sat. Comedy Night
9 & 11:1.5

O X SC?£W

by Fran Scire
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Wed.&Thurs. Kiss of the Spiderwoman; Trip to the Bountiful
7 and 9 p.m.
For weekend information, please
call the theatre.
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
She’s Gotta Have It
7 and 9:15 p.m.
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Where the River Runs Black

7:10 and 9:10
Top Gun
7 and 9 p.m.
Running Scared
7 and 9 p.m.
Ruthless People 7 9
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Tough Guys
1 3 5 7:10 9:15
The Bosses Wife
1:15 3:15 5:15 7:15 9:15
Peggy Sue Got Married
1 3:10 5:15 7:25 9:30
Top Gun
1:10 3:15 5:20 7:30 9:40
Showcase Cinema, Warwick.
Off 95, Exit 8A, 885-1621
52 Pickup
1:15 7:10 9:40
Trick or Tutor
1:10 10
Crocadile Dundee
1 7:35 9:50
Jumpin’ Jack Flash
12:40 7:25 9:55
Children of a Lesser God
1:30 7:15 9:35
Something Wild
1:15 7:20 9:50
Soul Man
12:30 7:30 9:55
The Color of Money
1:30 7:15 9:45
Blue Nora
7:55 9:40
1:30 7:15 9:55
Showcase Cinema,Seekonk, Ma.
Exit 1 of RT. 95 336-6020.
52 Pickup
7:30, 9:50
Crocodile Dundee
1:20 7:40 9:50
Children of a Lesser God
1:30 7:25 9:55 Jumpin’ Jack Flash
1 7:25 9:55
The Color o f Money
1:45 7:20 9:50
Something Wild
1 7:35 10:00
Soul Man
1:10 7:40 10:00
Tia Pan
1:30 7:15 9:40

S UN P A L A C E
T ANNING & HOT T U B CENTER
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Peggy Sue Got Married
1 3:10 5:15 7:25 9:30
The Name o f the Rose
1 3:45 7:15 9:40
The Bosses Wife
1:15 3:15 5:15 7:15 9:15

by Anne Sullivan
Bell
G allery,
List
Art
Center,Brown University, 64 Col
lege Street, Mon-Fri 11 am-4 pm,
Faculty exhibition Nov. 15-Dec.
14. Recent work by faculty in the
Studio Division, Dept, o f Art.,
Brown UniversityBoston Museum
of Fine Arts, Tues-Sun 10 am-5
pm, (617) 267-9377. Free introduc
tory tours o f the Asiatic Collec
tions, Tues-Fri 11:30 am and 1:30
pm; Hunt Cavanagh Art Gallery,
Rosemary Morrissey-paintings abd
drawings, Nov. 1-21; reception on
Sun., Nov. 9,2-5 p.m.
865-2401. Hours: Mon-Fri, 9-4.
p.m.
Rhode Island Committee for the
HumanitiesW arwick Museum,
3259 Post Road.
Tues-Fri 11 am-4 pm Sat-Sun 2 pm
to 5 pm
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues,
Wed, Fri and Sat 10:30 a.m.-5
p.m.; Thur. 12-9 p.m. Two and
three dimensional objects made by
private contractors exhibited in
Challenges o f O uter Space.
W oods-Gerry G allery, Nov.
7-16.Rhode Island Watercolor
Society Gallery, Joan Boghossian,
Inez C arroll,& Renee Kahn
Nov. 16-Dec. 5
Slater Memorial Park, Armistice
Blvd, Pawtucket, RI. 726-1876.
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-4
pm, Sun 1 pm-5 pm, closed Mon
day. Exhibition o f paintings: Peter
Hall, Mary Lindenberg, and San
dra Yeghian thru Nov. 14
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Mon-Fri 9 am-4
pm; Sat 11 am-4 pm; Sun 2-5 pm
URI Main Gallery, Kingston, RI,
792-2131. Mon-Fri 12-3 pm and
Tues-Fri 7:30-9:30pm. Barbara
Pagh, Small works, mixed media,
thru Nov.7. Photo gallery: Cinda
Sparling-H and-colored photo
silkscreens Nov.3-21.
Smith Goodrich Gallery, 262
Weybosset St., 751-5651.
H arvard University-Graduate
School of Design, 48 Quincy St.,
Cambridge, MA. Massimo Scolari
Nov. 11-29, recent drawings and
watercolors.

by Anne Sullivan
Providence Perform ing Arts
Center,220 Weybosset St.,Pro
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor
mation call 421-ARTS. Stop the
World. I Want to Get Off- starr
ing Anthony Newley. Plays Friday
Nov. 21st at 8 pm. Sat. Nov. 22 at
2 & 8 pm, Sun. Nov. 23 at 2 pm.
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
W ashington St., Providence,
521-1100. Upstairs Theatre, star
ting Nov.28, A Christmas Carol;
will run thru Dec. 27 Downstairs
Theatre The Real Thing by Tom
Stoppard Nov 23.
Brown Theatre, Providence RI,
863-2838. beginning Nov. 13-16,
20-23 The Overcoat, an original
musical by Vail Reese with music
by roger Thompson based on a
story by Nicholai Gogol
2nd Story Theatre, 75 John St.,
273-4196.
Zeiterion Theatre, 684 Purchase
S treet,
New
B edford, Ma.
997-5664. Sat., Nov. 15, 8 p.m.
Theatre Beyond Words featuring a
series o f light comic vignettes and
Canadian mime.
Windgate Theater,60 Mounthope
Ave., Providence, 421-9680; Roses
Nov. 21-23
Swanhurst Theatre40 West Broad
way, Newport, 353-1878
City Nights Dinner Theatre, 27 Ex
change Street, Pawtucket, Rhode
Island beginning Nov.21 thru
Dec.21, D icken’s classic A
Christmas Carol

by Anne Sullivan
Rhode Island Philharmonic 334
Westminster Mall, Providence
831-3123. Dec 6, young Irish piano
soloist Barry Douglas will preform
Piano Concerto No. 1 by Tchaikov
sky. Mr. Massy will conduct the
Philharmonic in variations on a
Theme of Pagnini by Blacher and
will conclude with various selec
tions from Wagnerian operas.
Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Boston, Ma. 266-1492. Nov. 20,
21, 22 Seija Ozawa will conduct
Mahler Symphony No. 5 and
H aydn Symphony (to be
announced)
Boston Museum of Fine Arts
Boston MA. 267-2973. Laura Jeppesen and Jane Hershey, viola da
gamba; Catherine Liddell, theorbo,
and Frances Conover Fitch, harp
sichord. Sun. Nov. 16th at 3 pm
Music of Francois Couperin and
Marin Marais.

PC SPOTLIGHT
* HUNT CAVANAUGH *
Reservations: 273-2982

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
GOOD C L E A N FU N!
105 CARPENTER ST., PROVIDENCE, Rl
(Dean St. between Broadway & Fountain St.)

Paintings and Drawings of
Rosemary Morrissey
November 1 -2 1 , 1986

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE THEATRE
GROUP
First Main Stage Dance Performance
Friday, November 21, 8:00 p.m.
Blackfriars Theatre

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE MUSIC
PROGRAM
"A n Evening of Four-Hands, One-Piano Music"
Saturday, Nov. 22, 8:00 p.m. Blackfriars Theatre ,
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BOP NEWS
SHOWN:

NOV. 15th

The Color
Purple

WILDCATS!
H e r d re a m w a s to c oa ch
h ig h sc h o o l fo o tb a ll. H e r n ig h tm a re
w a s C e n t ra l High.

NOV. 16th
’64 HALL

SATURDAY
NIGHT
’64 HALL

8 & 10 pm

8 PM ONLY

CIDER & DONUTS
COFFEEHOUSE

NOV. 18th
9-12 Mid.
featuring

TIM MEIS
&
MARTY
COLEMAN
ii

HAW AIIAN NIGHT/
BEACH P A R TY
NOV. 14th — 9 - 1 A.M.
IN LAST RESORT

DANCING WITH HENRY”

NOV. 15th
DON’T
MISS
THIS
ONE

LA S T RESORT
SOCIAL
21 AND OVER
ID REQUIRED
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PC Pep Band
is on the Move
by Ann Falsey
Have you ever attended a home
hockey game and wondered who
the spirited musicians in the corner
are? If you have not in the past you
may notice during the upcoming
1986-1987 season.
Under the leadership of their
president Elizabeth Gambuto, the
PC pep band is an official
organization. This is the first year
that the band has achieved such
status.
An executive staff helped the
band to be successful this year.
Sharon Reidy, sophomore, is vice
president o f the organization, but
according to Gambuto is more like
a co-president. Secretary o f the
band is sophomore Beth Basile and
Treasurer is Gambuto’s younger
sister, Trish, also a sophomore.
“ The organization is an extreme
ly close knit, uncompetitive, and
friendly group of people,” Gam
buto stated. The band works very
well together, which makes their
performance all the better accor
ding to Gambuto.
The band is present at all men’s
hockey and men’s basketball home
games, excluding those that are
played while school is not in ses
sion. The band will'play at one
away game this year; PC vs BC in
men’s basketball.
This year’s membership consists
o f twenty to thirty people. Gam
buto estimates there are at least
twenty people present at every
game.
The organization is mainly com
posed of enthusiastic freshmen and
sophomores. Gambuto is en
couraging more freshmen and
sophomores to join so they will
provide a core group for upcoming
years.

The pep band is a volunteer
group. Members do receive free
complimentary tickets to the games
they perform at.
Gambuto, a clarinet player, is
directing the band this year. In ad
dition to the clarinet, there are
flutes, saxophones, trumpets,
drums, trombones, and an electric
base in the band.
Gambuto encourages more peo
ple who play instruments to join.
She said if you have not played in
a while you should not be
discouraged from joining.
The band is especially in need of
trombone, clarinet and percussion
players. Practices are Tuesdays 4-5
PM in Catherine of Sienna Hall.
All are welcome to join the
practices.
“ This year they have given us
more than in the past years. We have their full support in terms of
equipment, music and apprecia
tion,” Gambuto comments. The
pep band is funded by the Athletic
Department, under the direction of
Lou Lamoriello. Gambuto em
phasizes the generosity of the
athletic department.
The direct line between the
athletic department and the band
is Kathy Walsh, who is the promo
tions and marketing director. Gam
buto m aintains direct cor
respondence with her. “ She takes
care of us,” Gambuto said.
As an organization the pep band
has a new advisor, Fr. Gino Bon
di, who meets with the band before
every game.
“ If you would like to join the
pep band or if you just want to
have some fun at a hockey or
basketball game, then contact me.”
Gambuto’s Friar box number is
1540.

PC pep band plays their heart out at PC basketball game against the —
Russian team, Sunday, Nov. 9, 1986. (Photo by Maryann Doyle)

A U nique 10 Year Old in Providence
The ten year old is the American
Cancer Society’s Great American
Smokeout, known locally as the
“Great American Smokeout/Great
American Sign-up.”
Through the generous donation
of four huge moving vans by Paul
Arpin Van Lines, the Rhode Island
Division of the American Cancer
Society will be taking to the
highways throughout the state on
Smokeout Day.
People in businesses, schools and
hospitals statewide will proudly
sign the big boards on the sides of
the trucks to proclaim boldly “ I
DON'T SMOKE” . Those who
have quit within the past ten years
will receive special “ I’M A STAR”
buttons distributed by the
American Cancer Society. Anyone
who is a non-smoker is encourag
ed to sign up.
Nationwide, about 30 percent of
the adult population smokes, down
from over 40 percent in the
mid-1960’s. Americans smoked 1
percent fewer cigarettes in 1985
than 1984 according to U.S.
Government figures, so smoking is
on the decline.

But as Carol Carson, Public In
formation Chairperson o f the
Rhode Island Division of the
American Cancer Society says,
“ Unfortunately, there has been an
increase of more than 300 percent
in women’s lung cancer death rates,
due to the numbers of women who
picked up the smoking habit dur
ing and after World War II.”
Carol Carson also says “ Lung
cancer is still the number one cause
o f cancer among men. The irony is
that these premature deaths are
largely preventable.”
The
American Cancer Society estimates
that 83 percent of all lung cancer
cases could be avoided if people
never smoked.
Encouraging Rhode Islander’s to
quit smoking will be such locally
prom inent names as Mayor
Paolino of Providence, Gary De
Graide of LITE 105-FM, Sheila
Martinez of Channel 10’s PM
Magazine and boxer Vinnie Pazienza. These local favorites will be ap
pearing at the Great American
Smokeout, Great American Sign
up Rally November 19, noon, at
Kennedy Plaza and many will be on

Attention: Couch Potatoes’ Night Out!
Just in time for the r
season, the Couch Potatoes are
coming to New England. They
bring their TV-besotted philosophy
to the University of Lowell campus
on Tuesday, November 18 and
Bryant College in Smithfield, R.I.
on Wednesday, November 19 with
a visit from Jack Mingo, Couch
Potato Minister o f Information
and author o f two books about
what he claims are benefits of con
tinuous TV viewing.
‘‘Life is best when lived
vicariously,” Mingo says. “ My
best friends are the people on TV.”
Who are the Couch Potatoes?
They’re a wacky TV cult, boasting
o f 7,000 members on five con
tinents who
find
hidden
metaphysical truths in reruns of
Gomer Pyle and Mr. Ed. They’re
people who’d skip their own sister’s
wedding rather than miss an
episode of Alf.
“ We’re called ‘Potatoes’ because
we’re happiest when rooted to the
couch, vegetating.”
Mingo’s humorous presentation,

titled “ A Couch Potato’s Guide tc
Life,” will focus in on all aspects
of “ megaviewing” -from the relax
ing, meditative techniques of what
he calls “ Transcendental Vegeta
tion” to the mind-blitzing regimen
o f “ simulviwing,” in which a per
son tries to watch twenty or more
different TV programs all at the
same time.
Mingo will also cover such sub
jects as how to maximize the
benefits o f the TV’s health-giving
radiations, why reading, exercise
and fresh air are all harmful, and
how to use TV to achieve personal
happiness, m ental stability,
wisdom and sexual compatability.
In add ition, Mingo will
demonstrate Couch Potato lifestyle
tips. For instance, the fine points
o f TV cuisine, featuring Cheez
Choc-Dogs, Sloppy Seconds Pizza,
Coffee Crystal Sandwiches and
other delicacies, all of which can be
prepared on your set-side toaster
oven without leaving the couch,
and all of which contain three or
more of the five major Couch

Potato food groups: sugar, salt,
carbohydrates, grease and
alcohol/caffeine.
During his presentation, Mingo
will maintain a hotline to local
Couch Potato Viewing Lodges to
keep people in the audience clued
in to what they’re missing on their
favorite TV shows.
This talk is part of a tour that is
Mingo’s first public appearance on
the East Coast. Normally he spends
his days watching TV on the beach
with his wife and “ Tater Tot” at
his California home not far from
the Couch Potato world head
quarters. Leaving the comforts of
the home viewing couch is not easy,
he says.
“The worst part about traveling
is ‘Set Lag’ —being forbidden to
watch TV on aircraft by brutal
government safety regulations.
And then, once you arrive, having
to adjust to jarringly unfamiliar TV
channels and their schedules,” says
Mingo, shuddering at the thought.
“ Still, that’s a sacrifice I’ve taken
on to selflessly bring the illumina
tion o f the Blue Light to the non
viewing masses.”
The Couch Potatoes have been
featured on Entertainm ent
Tonight, Johnny Carson, The Tom
Snyder Show and PM Magazine
and in the pages of People, Na
tional Enquirer, TV Guide, Video,
Video Review, Village Voice, Na
tional Lampoon and the London
Times. Mingo’s Official Couch
Potato Handbook has sold over
30,000 copies. A pilot for a TV
series called Couch Potato Theatre
has been taped for national syn
dication in Fall, 1987.

Mingo will speak in Cumnock
Hall on the Lowell campus at 9:00
PM, November 18. After a long
night of watching cable TV in his
motel room, he will appear at
Janikies Auditorium at Bryant Col
lege in Smithfield, Rhode Island.

board the (rucks on the 20th.
Here are some businesses,
schools, and hospitals that already
have signed up lor the SICN-UI’:
Ann & Hope Stores, Raytheon,
RIPTA, Narragansett electric,
Speidcl, T.F. Green Airport,
Rhode Island College, Con
solidated Jewelry Co., RISD, War
wick Veterans High School, Allen
dale Insurance, Robert Dcrecktor,
Inc., Providence Gas, East Pro
vidence High School, Bryant Col
lege, City o f Warwick, and URI.
The Paul Arpin trucks will be
stopping at these and many other
locations throughout Rhode
Island.
By the way, the 1985 local Rhode
Island Great American Sign-up
won a National American Cancer
Society Award so the idea has won
attention across the country.
American Cancer Society Units in
Michigan, Maine, Texas, Ohio and
Connecticut are firing up similar
Sign-up Smokeouts with Paul Ar
pin Van Lines.
For more information contact:
Carol Carson, Public Informa
tion Chairman at 272-1105, Charlie
Warren, Director of Public Infor
m ation
at
722-8480
or
1-800-662-5000.

It’s always safe
to tell someone
they look nice!
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Lippit H ouse:
O pen to the Public

union siauon, Kennedy riaza^rovidence embraces warm welcomes, tearful goodbyes and unique visits
(Cowl photo by Joe Gaines)

A Different Visit to Union Station
by Mike McGrath
The boarded up shell of Union
Station stands in Kennedy Plaza of
Providence as a monument to tear
ful good-byes, warm welcomes,
and visits o f all kinds.
The station, built in 1896, was.
closed in June to make way for the
new Amtrack station proposed in
the Capital Center redevelopment
project. It was not long out of use
before Adrian Hall, director of
Trinity Repertory Company, slated
the building for a visit of different
With approval from Trinity
board chairman Bruce G. Sundlun,
Governor Edward D. DiPrete and
Mayor Joseph Paolino Jr., the
building became the site., for
Friedrich Duerrennatt’s play “ Der
Besuch der Alien Dame” the play
marks the opening of Trinity’s
twenty-third season.
The title of the play literally
means, “ The Visit of the Old
Lady,” but is usually referred to as
“ The Visit” . The play is about the
ficticious German town of Gullen.
The wealthy Claire Zachonassian,
played by Barbara Meek, has

returned to the fanfare of the local
peasant stock and the torment of
an old frame, Anton Schill. Schill,
played by Richard Kneeland, is
forced to confront his past, which
ultimately destroys him.
The decision to use Union Sta
tion was a bold one for Trinity.
Many critics praised the idea
because it hearkens back to a time
when theatre was more innovative.
More specifically it reawakens the
early days of Trinity when Set'
design and location were more
varied.
The logistics of staging a produc
tion in Union Station also posed
„ it’s share of problems. Trinity set
designer Eugene Lees worked
furiously to install over 500 seats,
portable toliets and heaters by
opening night, which was Sept. 26,
1986. The station became a curious
stage-do to the presence o f cooing
pigeons in the rafters, a small
group of street people living below
in the tunnel leading to the tracks,
and a steady stream o f light
through the latticed windows from
the lamps outside.
These factors lended to the
realism o f the production, but pos

ed problems for the technical
aspects o f producing a show. For
example, in between appearances
on stage, the cast had to stand out
side and sometimes circle the
building to make another entrance.
These are curious problems, all of
which T rinity solved with
characteristic ease.
The station is an appropriate set
ting for “ The Visit” in another
sense. Director Adrian Hall calls it
“ a vast reservoir of memories and
connections for Rhode Islanders.”
The station is firmly entrenched in
Rhode Island history. It’s hollow
shell goes beyond nostalgia, and
like the theme of the play suggests,
it is a legacy that forces us to con
front our past and to deal with it.
Union Station,though now
forlorn, is in the hands of
developers who plan to turn it into
offices and condominiums. Despite
a small fire a few weeks ago, the
structure is very much intact. The
tracks around the station are no
longer used. It will never be a host
to arrivals and departures, but will
always be a part of the history of
Providence, and hopefully remain
an important part o f the future for
Providence in its new state.

STUDENT WEEKEND RETREAT
T h e r e w ill b e a w e e k e n d re tre a t fo r P C s tu d e n ts on th e
w e e k e n d o f N o v e m b e r 2 1 , 2 2 , and 2 3 . T h e p lace fo r th e
re tre a t is in E x e te r, R h o d e Is la n d in a b e a u tifu l c o u n t ry s e t
tin g w ith a la k e , a s m a ll w a te rfa ll, and lo ts o f c o u n try s id e
to e x p lo re . I t ’ ll be a b it ru s tic , b u t a n ice c h a n g e . W e w ill
lea ve h e re F rid a y even in g and re tu rn S u n d a y a fte rn o o n . B e d s
a re p ro v id e d , b u t y o u w ill h a v e to b rin g y o u r o w n s h e e ts o r
s le e p in g b a g s . It w ill be a tim e to u n w in d , to th in k , to p ra y ,
to h a v e s o m e fu n , to s h a re s o m e th o u g h t s and to g r o w in
frie n d s h ip w ith y o u r fe llo w s tu d e n ts . I t ’ s ch e a p to o — o n ly
$ 1 0 .0 0 fo r th e w h o le w e e k e n d . If y o u w a n t to co m e and
d o n ’ t h a ve th e m o n e y d o n ’t le t th a t s to p y o u . S to p b y th e
C h a p la in ’s O ffic e and w e ’ ll s e e w h a t can be w o rk e d o u t.
D o n ’ t p u t it o ff. T a k e s o m e tim e to b e w ith C h ris t a n d to
e n jo y th e c o u n try , an d to be w ith s o m e o f y o u r fe llo w
s tu d e n ts and to e n jo y th e ir p re s e n c e . G o fo rit! F o r fu rth e r
d e ta ils an d in fo rm a tio n s to p b y th e C h a p la in ’s O ffic e , th e
P a s to ra l C o un c il O ffic e , o r call 8 6 S -2 2 1 6 .

F r. A d ria n D a b a s h , O .P .

P le a s e d eta ch a n d re tu rn to th e C h a p la in ’ s O ffic e o r th e
P a s to ra l C o un c il O ffic e in S la v in C e n te r R o o m 11 5 o r 116
b y n o la te r th a n T u e s d a y , N o v e m b e r 19 , 1 9 8 6 .
YES, I W ANT TO GO ON TH E R ETR EAT:
N am e_______ ____________________________________________ __________________

Box

_______________________________

Phone

The Governor Henry Lippitt
House at 199 Hope Street in Pro
vidence will be open to the public
from 10 a.m. to noon in addition
to the open house hours already
scheduled from 2 to 4 p.m. These
will be the only opportunities for
the general public to view the
house, which is currently available
for group tours and receptions
year-round
with
advance
reservations.
At the Lippitt House, Saturday,
November 1:
10 a.m. to noon: Lippitt House
open to the general public. Free
admission-donations accepted.

12:30-1:30: Victorian box lunch
available at the Lippitt House for
those with reservations ($7.50 per
person for lunch and Coggeswell
presentation). For reservation in
formation call .831-7440.
1:30-2: The Henry Lippitt House
Presentation by Elizabeth Agee
Coggeswell author of graduate
thesis on the house,' the furnishings
and the Lippitt family. $3 per per
son, reservations recommended.
Call 831-7440.
2-4: Lippitt House open to the
general public. Free admissiondonations accepted.

Fast F oods:
Can We Survive On Them?
Fast-food restaurants in the
United States now do more than
$20 billion worth of business a
year. They account for about half
of all our restaurant meals. Cer
tainly, their success indicates they
offer some things we want, such as
convenience. Perhaps they offer
some things we don’t want, too.
Fast-food meals typically lack
fiber and vitamins C and A, and
are heavy on fat and sodium. More
importantly, they are loaded with
calories that threaten the waistline.
For example, a burger, French fries
and shake provide between
900-1300 calories.
Here is the calorie count for
some fast-food favorites:
CALORIES
‘ Burger Chef
Big Chef...540
French fries... 190
Shake, Chocolate...320
Skipper’s Treat...605
‘ Burger King
French fries...220
Shake, Chocolate...365
Whopper... 605
Whaler...485
‘ Kentucky Fried Chicken
Original Recipe Dinner (3 pieces
fried chicken, mashed potatoes,
gravy, coleslaw, roll)...830

McDonald’s
Hamburger...260
Quarter Pounder...420
French fries...210
Shake, Chocolate...365
Filet O ’Fish...400
Pizza Hut
Cheese pizza
Whole 10-inch pizza
thick crust... 1020
thin crust...900
'A o f 13-inch
thick crust...900
thin crust...850
. 'A of 15-inch
thick crust... 1200
thin crust...1150
When you’re regularly active and
eat a well-balanced diet, you can
safely accommodate such meals
once in awhile. But if you’re not
active, need to lose weight, or
should cut down on fat or salt, ap
proach the friendly fast-food place
with extreme caution.
When you do eat at a fast-food
restaurant, make sure the rest of
the day’s meals include plenty of
fruits and vegetables and are not
heavy on calories. At the
restaurant, substitute milk, ice tea
or fruit juice for a shake or soda;
coleslaw or tossed salad for French
fries. If the restaurant can’t or
won’t serve these items, take your
business elsewhere.
Reprinted from The Way We
Eat, R I Dept o f Health.

CLASSIFIEDS
DOMINOS PIZZA: the nation’s
largest pizza delivery company is
seeking 25 competitive people to
join our team. Guaranteed $5.00
an hour. Need car and insurance.
Flexible hours. We tailor work
hours around your schedule. App
ly today at 14 Fallon Ave., corner
Chalkstone . and Academy.
861-9800.
PART-TIME JOBS—ATTEN
TION STUDENTS: Earn $125 per
week or more working 15-25 hours
in national company. Various posi
tions in work schedules immediate
ly available. No experience
necessary. Call for info and inter
view, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., 617-679-0030.
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope
for inform ation/application.
Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ
07203.
SPRING BREAK ’87. Earn a free
vacation to Ft. Lauderdale or the
Bahamas. Students seriously in
terested in becoming a campus rep,
call 1-800-87-BEACH.
FOR SALE: Men’s used figure
skates for $20, size 10. They are in
excellent condition. Call 758-1667
and interview, 9 a.m .-5 p.m.; call
after 5 p.m. on Sat.

PART-TIME HELP WANTED:
to work in Blackstone Valley.
Newspaper distribution offices.
M ornings, late afternoons,
weekends. Call Mr. Q uinn,
277-7549 between 9-5.

EARN $$$ TRAVEL FREE with
New England’s most exciting
French Connection Line. Organize
a small group for our November
weekends “ 86” . At our incredibly
low $79 price this trip sells itself.
Call The Party Time & Travel
hotline now!! (617) 938-8839.
TRAVEL FIELD POSITION im
mediately available. Good commis
sion, valuable work experience,
travel, and other benefits. Call Bill
Ryan toll-free 1-800-433-7747 for
complete informational mailer.
HELP WANTED: Friday and
Saturday nights at Silver Truck.
Possible 8 hours. Call Phyllis at
351-0144.
GIRL FRIDAY SERVICE —
reports, termpapers, resumes. 719
Fleet Bank Building, Providence.
421-0401.
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Men’s Soccer Drops to 7-9 With Loss
to Central Connecticut
by Gene Mulvaney

“ We outplayed them and still
lost” John Kuhlman stated as he
summarized the Friar’s 2-1 loss to
Central Connecticut in overtime
last Wednesday.
The Friars (7-9) played well
against a very good Central Con
necticut team . Providence
dominated for most of the game
but several mistakes cost them the

Photo by Matt Dooley

)bars

Fleet B asketball C la ssic

1986 Fleet Basketball
Classic Format Announced
Fleet National Bank and Pro
vidence College, co-sponsors of the
Fleet Basketball classic, recently
announced plans outling details of
their revamped toumment, which
began in 1976 as a Christmas
Classic.
Robert J. Higgins, president of
Fleet National Bank, and Lou
Lamoriello, Providence College’s
athletic director, confirmed that the
1986 tournament will take place on
November 28 and 29 to correspond
with the start of the Providence
College basketball season. This
new format changes the complex
ion o f the event from a Christmas
Classic to a tip-off tournament. By
mutual agreement, CLASSIC X
was postponed for the 1985 season
as PC underwent some significant
changes in its basketball program.
Participating in the tenth annual
event are the Musketeers o f Xavier
of Ohio, the Golden Hurricanes of
Tulsa, the Eagles of American
University and their host, Pro
vidence College.
A member of the Midwestern
Conference, Xavier of Ohio is
coming off its most successful
season ever. Second-year coach
Pete Gillen ended his inaugural
campaign with the Musketeers
25-5, the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference regular season and
tournament championships, and a
trip to the NCAA Tournament.
The Tulsa Golden Hurricanes,
tournament champions o f the
Missouri Valley Conference, end
ed the 1985-86 campaign with a
23-8 overall record and an NCAA
appearance. Under second-year
.coach J.D. Bartnett, the Golden
Hurricanes are expected to give /
M issouri Valley Conference!
schools a run for the title once

American University and fifthyear coach Ed Tapscott, members
of the Colonial Athletic Associa
tion, are hoping to improve on
their sixth place finish of a year ago
and have designs on becoming a
contender in the league race. The
key player in American Universi
ty’s surge is All-America candidate
Frank Ross, the CCA’s leading
scorer last year.
CLASSIC X will be rounded out
with the participation of host Pro
vidence College, a member of the
BIG EAST Conference, under the
direction o f second-year coach
Rick Pitino. The Friars ended the
1985-86 season with an overall
mark o f 17-14 and a post-season
appearance in the National Invita
tion Tournament. PC advanced in
to the quarter-finals of the tournment in what was its first post
season play in eight years.
Providence College will face
American University on Friday,
November 28 at 7 pm, while Tulsa
and Xavier meet at 9 pm. Cham
pionship and consolation games
will begin at 7 pm on Saturday,
November 29. All games will be
played at the Providence Civic
Center. Tickets for the tournament
are available and can be ordered by
sending a check (made payable to
P.C.A.A.) to Providence College
Ticket Office, Providence, RI
02918. Tickets are $7.00 each.
Please include $2.00 per order for
postage and handling.

W omen’s Basketball Opens
Friday
The Lady Friars of Providence
College will officially open the
1986-87 season on Friday,
november 14 at 7 p.m. in Alumni
Hall when they entertain the San
to Domingo National Team.
It is the first time this particular
team will tour the east coast and the
first time their tour will include
competition between all nine Big
East Conference teams. Secondyear head coach Bob Foley and his
24-6 squad from last year welcome
their visitors. This year’s Lady
Friars features tri-captains mary
burke (Warwick, RI), Doris Sable
(Manasquan, NJ). and Sheila
Harrity (Worcester, MA). Local
newcomer, Andrea Mangum joins
four other freshmen.
This will be head coach
Mayobanex Muses second visit to
the United States, the first being in
1983 when he toured the Michigan
area colleges with another
Dominican Republican team. The
Big East connection was made

through Syracuse head coach, Bar
bara Jacobs sometime ago. Jacobs
took part in some basketball clinics
with Mueses in Santo Domingo, an
area where interest in women’s
basketball has hit an all-time high.
From there, Jacobs saw a good op
portunity for a cultural exchange
between Mueses’ team to compete
against the Big East teams. She
presented the proposal to Big East
Commissioner, Dave Gavitt who
responded favorably.
The team travels with an assis
tant coach, Gabriel Ramirez, a
team delegate, Enrique Lara and a
FIBA official, Keitai Veloz. The
team’s 1986-87 Big East Fall tour
includes: Boston College (11/13, 7
p.m.); PC (11/14, 7 p.m.); Con
necticut (11.15, 7:30 p.m .);
Syracuse (11/17, 7:30 p.m.); Pitt
sburgh (11/19, 7:30 p.m .);
Georgetown (11/21, 8 p.m.);
Villanova (11/22, 7 p.m.) and
Seton Hall (11/24, 6 p.m.).

Kevin Williams opened up the
scoring with a first half goal. He
was unassisted on the play. The
Friars had several good oppor
tunities after this goal but failed to

cash in. The half ended with the
Friars leading 1-0.
The second was similar to the
first in that the Friars continued to
control in the mid-field and press
ed up on offense. Central Connec
ticut however scored to tie the game
up and Providence had their backs
against the wall. Central Connec
ticut had new life and now saw the
chance to upset the Friars. Time
ran out in regulation and it was on
to overtime.
In overtime Central Connecticut
got a breakaway from mid-field to
score the go-ahead goal. The break
away was the result o f a Friar mixup and proved to be the game

winner.
Goal keeper Joe Crehan faced 11
shots on goal and had nine saves
in the game. Crehan had a good
game and has been the only con
sistent force for the Friars this
season. Crehan will played his last
game against Northeastern yester
day and the “ Grey Wolf” era at
Providence College was over. Joe
will be missed by everyone, he is a
. great goalkeeper and helped Pro
vidence rise in the ranks of Division
I soccer while he played here.

30 D A Y S U N TIL
T H E C H R IS TM A S
F E S T IV A L

AVOID
THE NOID

CAU DOMINO'S PIZZA
Free

Coke!
2 free bottles o f Coke
w ith any pizza.
One coupon pr pizza. .

Fast, Free
Delivery™
861-9800
14 Fallon Ave.
Providence. R.l.

Meet the NOID'." He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.
With one call to Domino’s
Pizza, you can avoid the
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!"

Call us.
8 6 1 -9 8 0 0
12 Fallon Ave.
Open for lunch
11 AM-1 AM Sun.-thurs.
11 AM-2 AM Fri. &Sat.

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.
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Intramural Athletic Notes

Abdul Shamsid-Deen could be one key to the future of Providence
College basketball. (Photo by Maryann Doyle)

The IAB is still accepting names
from those who are interested in
the All-Intramural team competi
tion, The team will consist of 6
male and 6 female intramural par
ticipants, based on the total
number of points received during
the 86-87 seasons. Anyone in
terested may sign up by Nov. 25 in
the IAB office.
Basketball
Competition heated up this past
week in men’s 3 on 3 basketball as
many teams begin to hit their
stride.
Pre-season favorite Taylor’s
Team continues to steam roll Big
East opponents. They remain
unbeaten despite reports from a
reliable source that the cagey
playmaker, Jay Coogan, is skipp
ing practice to pursue “ other” ac
tivities. Taylor’s Team defeated the
Shotgunners, 2-0, as pivot man
John Taylor dominated the paint.
In a game that involved dorm and
sibling rivalry, Gettin Ova battled
back to defeat Rita’s Lasagna 2-1.
Kevin Cudahy carried the pasta
men to an arduous 17-15 first game
win, but team captain Bill
“ Howie” Murphy stated, “ we just
ran out o f gas.” In the final Big
East game Washburn Stereo Co.
whitewashed the Shotgunners.
Marc Grenier led Washburn with
strong all around play.
Hab’s Hackers soundly defeated
Sky High 2-0 in the feature game
of the ACC division. In what in
jury plagued Hacker, Jeff Warner,
called “ a blowout,” teammate
Kevin Crimmins played inspired
basketball offensively and defen
sively. John Hardy’s Flower Shed
moved to 3-0 with an impressive
victory against Endoplasmic
Reticulum. Team captain Mike
Cunningham looked like a man
among the boys on Court 5 with
the help of the steady Jack McCaf
frey. The Hoopers gained their first
win of the season as leader Dennis

Toomey caught fire early and car
ried his squad to victory.
Turning to Metro division,
freshman club CBJ continues to
have problems. Metro frontrunner
Shatland’s Revenge easily defeated
CBJ 2-0. Look for CBJ to improve
steadily with each game.
Sophomore powerhouse Young
Punk’s on Dope won a.hard fought
2-1 decision over Court Testers.
Mike Carey, a 6-0 jumping jack,
found his touch midway through
the second game, helping the
Punks to victory. Freshman Joe
Sullivan played well in the loss.
Full Force remains unbeaten in
SEC divisional play. Strong play
from the rugged Paul Sullivan and
Brian Fratteroli offset a miserable
shooting display by teammate Mike
Castorino. Team inside sources say
Castorino’s rigorous weekend
schedule may be detracting from
his usually sterling perimeter play.
Full Force rocked PC Hoopsters
and Blue Collars in an awesome
display of power basketball.
Only two weeks remain in the
regular season as teams fatten up
their rosters for the rigorous
playoff format. Standings will be
posted next week.
HockeyIce hockey started off with a
bang as the Cold Phucks and Team
X battled it out in the first women’s
game o f the year. It was close at
first, but Maura Harrigan’s Team
X proved to be more experienced
with the action and went on to a 6-3
victory.
In the A division the Death Mer
chants rolled to a 4-0 victory over
the Destined. Tom Archer showed
that he in fact did benefit from the
3 months at Ken Dryden’s Hockey
Goalie School. It was Tom’s first
shutout since 1971 when he shutout
Billy, Joey, Tommy, and Timmy,
2-0, on the pond behind his house.
We must mention that it was an ab
breviated game due to Arch’s

mother calling him to clean his
The B. division began its season
with several stellar performances.
Joe Sullivan’s Hangovers obviously
were not sporting their name with
a decisive victory over Bolognese
Construction, 6-3.
The Budweiser Player o f the
Week: Tom Archer for his 4-0
shutout.
The Blacklabel Team of. the
Week: Team X for their constant
verbal and physical abuse on
referee Brian Trodden. Girls,
please wait until after the game.
The Piels Light Coach o f the
Week: Ray Anastas for displaying
conduct unbecoming of his “ AllAmerican” boy image.
Ultimate Frisbee
In ultimate frisbee action this
past week. Bill Garlitz’s Team pro
ved to be No. 1 by defeating the
previously undefeated Jane Tim
merman’s Team. Jeff Warner and
Kevin Crimmins made their debut
for Garlitz’s Team which proved to
be successful. Donna Oakley, a
number 2 draft in the NFL (Na
tional Frisbee League) played well
in the endzone while Marc “ the
Maddog” Sequin, John Taylor and
Jack McCaffrey played awesome
defense. Captain “ Coach” Bill
Garlitz commented on the game at
a post-game interview, “ Our team
has yet to show its finest perfor
mance, looks like I’m gonna have
to start morning practice, and cut
down
at
extra-curricular
consumption.”
Play-off action is expected to
begin on Wed., Nov. 19. Every
team will be included.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 bed - $275
2 beds - $450-$500
with heat & hot water
6 month leases, security deposit
negotiable

274-0474
738-6918/728-9518
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It’s Just A Game
Almost 5 months later and the
University o f Maryland and the
NCAA are still feeling the repercus
sions of the death of Len Bias. Just
about a week ago, Lefty Driesell
resigned from his coaching job at
Maryland. As everyone knows
Driesell was feeling a lot of
pressure from the University and
was for the most part forced to

Kristin
Guzzi
resign. After his resignation, ques
tions still are being brought up
about whether Maryland is getting
to the heart o f the problem or are
they just using Driesell as a
scapegoat.
“ I do not think Lefty Driesell
was the root or cause of the prob
lems at M aryland,” said PC
basketball coach Rick Pitino at last
week’s Big East Media Day in New
York City. A lot of those involved
with NCAA basketball would have
to agree with Pitino. Driesell did
have his ups and downs as head
coach at Maryland and his attempt
to coverup what went on the morn
ing of Len Bias’s death shouldn’t

be overlooked. But by moving
Driesell from his coaching position
to Assistant Athletic Director
doesn’t seem to be dealing with the
Maryland problem head on.
It seems to me that the problem
goes beyond the coaching staff and
athletic director. Apparently
Maryland does have a counseling
staff and some kind of Academic
advisors, but neither have a lot of
say in any kind of academic prob
lems. In a recent article in Sports
Illustrated, 15 of Maryland’s 19
freshmen from 1980-85 didn’t meet
Maryland’s minimum admisisions
standards. S I also reported that
during one semester Driesell’s team
earned a collective 1.48 GPA.
At. Media Day last week Pitino
went on to talk about PC’s
academic Resource Center. He
went on to explain how Dr. Four
nier is in charge o f the tutoring of
PC’s varsity athletes and a two
hour study hall every Monday
through Thursday. In addition, PC
has also graduated 100 percent of
its athletes in 21 sports in the last
5 years.
Maybe Maryland should look
beyond Lefty Driesell and the
coaching staff and start dealing
with the athletes on a non-athletic
basis. I believe more emphasis
should be put on academics and
personal problems (such as drugs),
after all it is just a game.

HOCKEY EAST STANDINGS
w

L

T

Pts.

Boston College

4

2

0

8

Maine

4

2

0

8

Lowell

3

1

1

7

New Hampshire

2

3

1

5

Boston University

2

2

0

4

Providence

2

5

0

4

Northeastern

1

3

0

2

“ We’ve got one of the top guards in the country in “ Billy the Kid” , commented Providence Coach Rick
Pitino on Billy Donovan. (Photo by Maryann Doyle)

Lady F ria rs B a s k e tb a ll
Letter to the Editor...
Dear Editors:
I normally read Mr. Archer’s
fine sports column with interest
and amusement. Yet it was with
consternation that I perused the
lines o f last week’s edition.
The conflicting emotions of guilt
and self-doubt that tore through
my, body made me realize that,
alas, I am a bandwagon Red Sox
The incident I shall relate to took
place during the third or fourth
game of the World Series — but
first let me tell you a bit about the
details which led to my selfrealization.
I must confess a lack of
knowledge of such professional
athletics. Although a fan of my
hometown Whalers, I could not
describe yet alone recall the names
of the first line of that brutish
Hartford team.
It all seemed so trivial in the past
but in light o f Mr. Archer’s allega
tions I realize an intense mental
realignment is truly required. I can
not deny a partiality to the Boston
Red Sox but this is a result o f en
vironmental factors — three of my
roommates hail from Flutieville
and the fourth is from Mr. Ar
cher’s own fine home region.
The hysteria of the CaliforniaBoston series was truly contagious
and the bug of bandwagonnes
struck me at this time. However, it
was during the World Series that I,
a man no less obligated to a New
York team than a Boston one, slip

ped in to the abyss o f true
bandwagonnes.
As 1 stated earlier it was perhaps
the third or fourth game, I cannot
recall for sure, that my fall from
grace took place. I was at Louie’s
a fine drinking establishment no
doubt, but one for which I am nor
mally unaccustomed.
The Red Sox peformed a fan
tastic play late in the game. Louie,
proprietor of said establishment
and a Boston fan to boot let out a
rousing war cry, “ Free shots for all
Red Sox fans!” It was at this point
I was seized by what Aristotle
would call appetite- yet I cannot
deny it was pure alcoholic lust.
I raised my fist in a cheer for 01’
Beantown, Boston Red Sox and
collected one of Louie’s shots. Seiz
ed by Vertigo and a dizzying loss
of time conception I repeated this
sad performance numerous times
in the course o f the evening. Alas,
this disgusting display of bandwagonness cannot be condoned.
Mr. Archer, I want to thank yot
for opening my eyes. I* am
punishing myself severely for this
misuse of personal loyalties by
spending an exorbitant portion of
my evenings at the library, far from
the tempting cries of “ free shots”
at that den of depravity, Louie’s.
Thanks to you, a man who con
trols his desires, who would never
stoop so low for a drink, who has
a weight scale under each bedpost.
I can live again!
Rudy “ Pencil” Moynihao

Season Opens
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Alumni Hall — 7:00 p.m.

Friar Basketball Displays
Midseason Form in Opener

by Gene Mulvaney

Providence College basketball
returned to the Civic Center this
past Sunday as the Friar’s took on
the Soviet National Team.
This was only an exibition game
and most people expected little or
no excitement from it. This game
would be a run and gun offensive
show with no defense and no inten
sity from the players. Right?
Well someone forgot to tell the
Friars because this game was
played with a level of intensity
found in a Big-East matchup. The
season is still two weeks away but
if this game is any indication of the
Friar’s season ahead the fans are
going to get what Rick Pitino has
promised ...a winner.
A crowd o f 7,000 plus filled the
Civic Center to watch this exhibi

tion game and they got their
money’s worth. The crowd voice
was loud, very loud. The fans can
sense that big things will happen
for the Friars this year and it’s ob
vious that they can’t wait. The next
two weeks could seem like an eter
nity to the fans but with Sunday
night’s win fresh on their minds,
many doubts about this team’s
potential will clearly fade away.
Coach Pitino is also anxiously
awaiting the start of this season too
as he began to get his voice tuned
up to yell at the men in black.
Pitino was screaming at the ref’s
like there was no tomorrow for his
team. For a good part of the night
he was shouting for a call here or
a call there; it’s obvious he’s ready
for this season.
So there vou have it. The Friars

played the Soviet National Team in
an exhibition game and won. The
Friars played with a mid-season
level o f intensity. The crowd
screamed as loud as they would at
a Big East game, and Coach Rick
Pitino screamed at the referees like
his life depended on it.
Everyone is fired up for this
season and after having watched
the Friars play for the first time
since last year there is definitely
good reason to be fired up. The
crowd at the Civic Center is hungry
for a winner and this year’s team
could provide that for them. Even
if the Friars fall short of their fan’s
expectations the Friar’s effort on
the court will certainly exceed any
expectations possible.
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Friars Show Russian
National Team Their Best

by Sean Sweeney

“ Many people told me that
James Best had the offensive skills
to be an excellent basketball player
but that he couldn’t play at Prov
idence College because of the
defensive running style there.” ex
plained Providence Head Coach
Rick Pitino in a press conference
following the Friar’s 91-88 victory
over the Russian National team last
Sunday night.
Those people, whoever they
were, were wrong. Best, a first year
transfer from the University of
New Hampshire made his Prov
idence College debut by displaying
a combination of inside moves and
outside shooting ability that
resulted in 19 points.
“ James told me that he came to
PC because he felt it was his only
way to reach his full potential.”
added Pitino.
As Best began to establish his
potential on Sunday night, Billy
Donovan, Pop Lewis, and David
Kipfer continued the intensity they
began last season.
Pitino was forced to move Lewis
to two-guard on Sunday night
when Carlton Screen, the Friar’s
only other two-guard until Delray
Brooks becomes eligible, was in
jured in practice during the week.
Lewis made the transition easily
as he scored a team high 23 points,
nine o f which came from the new
ly discovered three-point land. He
also managed to grab nine re-

bounds from a Russian frontcourt
whose smallest member was 6’9” .
“ Billy made everybody else a
good player tonight.” stated Pitino
on the role o f point guard
Donovan.
Donovan shot 50 percent from
three-point range en route to his 17
points but his most impressive
statistic of the night was his nine
assists.
Fatigue seemed to play a major
role in the game on Sunday night.
Pitino explained that he hoped to
keep the game close long enough to
get the Soviet Team tired.
“ We were very tired because of
all of our flights.” stated Soviet
Coach Valery Miloserdov with the
aide of an interpreter.
Miloserdov used 6’ 10” Valery
Gorborov at center and 6’8”
Aleksandr Volkov and 6’9” Valery
Tikhonenko at forwards in order to
dominate the boards but despite
this sizeable height differential, PC
was only outrebounded 43-40.
The Soviets jumped out to a
quick 4-0 lead and Providence
quickly countered with an 18 point
jumper by Lewis- just a foot and
nine inches short of the new three
point line.
Providence and the Soviets ex
changed leads until about the four
minute mark as both teams laun
ched aeriel attacks that took full
advantage of the three point line.
Guard Vladas Khamicus, the
Soviet equivalent of Donovan had

Senior forward Dave Kipfer worked very hard inside as he collected 14
points in the Friars 91-88 victory over the Russian National team.
(Photo by Maryann Doyle)

field goal shooting. In addition,
Sharunas Marchulenis had 13 first
half points but was only 1 for 7
from three point range.
Lewis kept Providence in the
first half on 4 for 5 shooting from
two point field goal range.
Donovan was a key as he had 5 first
half assists. Best added nine points
and four rebounds.
The Soviets used the last four
minutes o f the half to push the lead
up to seven points, 43-36.
When a team is playing against
Pitino’s Friars though, a seven
point half-time lead is no guarantee
of a win and this game certainly
proved that.
Just as the Friars did so many
times last season, they came back
from this halftime deficit and
outscored the Soviets 55-45 in the
second half.
Kipfer was a second half key for
the Friars as he had 10 second half
points. Best, the other half of the
forward tandem, added another 10
points.
Khamicus added another 14
points for the Soviets in the second
half as he was 5 for eight from twopoint range but failed on eight
three-point attempts. Marchulenis
lost the scoring touch in the second
half and Tikhoneko, was called
upon to fill the void. He scored 11
second half points.
The game ended climatically for
Providence with 1:24 left to play,
Best hit a jumper from the right
side to put Providence ahead 89-88.
At the :23 second mark, Donovan
was fouled and hit two free throws
to put the lead at 91-88.
The game was far from over
however as the three point rule
helped the Soviets keep within
striking distance. In their final
possession, Tikhonenko and Sergey
Babenko missed three-point shots.
Best came up with the final re
bound and PC collected the 91-88
Providence shot 49.2 percent
from two-point field goal range
and 38.9 percent from three point
range. The Friar’s were 72.7 per
cent from the free-throw line.
The Soviets became the first vic
tims of the second year of the
Pitino era last Sunday night and the
victims will continue to fall prey to
PC on Friday November 28 when
the Friars play in the Fleet Classic
at the Providence Civic Center.

Fighting Friar Recap
by Mark Tarpey and Bill Giblin
Providence College’s football
season came to a dismal end last
Saturday when the Fighting Friars
were defeated 14-0 by Southeastern
Massachusetts University. Even
though the weather was not
cooperating both teams played
well. SM U’s halfback, Mike
Jasmin, rolled off two long runs
that put the teams playoff hopes
out of reach.
On Sunday Nov. 2nd the Friars
traveled to New York to take on
the Jaspers of Manhattan. Kevin
Nolan had a big day, scoring on a
51 yard run and running for 112
yards. When Kevin Delane was put
out of the game with a sprained
shoulder Tommy Allen came in
and put on a show. Allen was five
for ten with 1 TD pass to Todd
Cropsey. This win lifted the hopes
of making the playoff for the
Friars, that was shattered this past
weekend.
The most disappointing game of

the year came against UMASS
Boston. The Friard were leading at
the end of the third quarter 24-7.
Scoring came on two TD passes
from Delane to Jeff Ofgant and
Vin Seaver, Nolan’s 2 yard run and
a 32 yard field goal from Bill
Giblin. In less than 15 minutes the
Friars defense let up 27 unanswered
points and ended up on the losing
end 34-24.
The best all around game the
Friars had this season was against
Assumption. The Friars put up 35
points and only let up 16. The Friar
offense put up 475 total yards,
while the defense gave up 165
yards.
The Friars season ended with a
5-4 record. Despite the record some
Friars had tremendous years. Led
by senior fullback Joe Sanguilo and
Senior quarterback Delane the Friar
offense led the league. With the
combination of Sanguilo running
and Delane passing to Ofgant and
Seaver the Friars were difficult to
contain for four quarters. The

defense was led by senior All
American Derron Darcy, who
patrolled the linebacker’s position
with fierce determination. Up front
the defense lacked aggression and
depth. The noseguard position
stood solid all year long with the
play of Brian O’Malley. The defen
sive backfield was anchored by
returning starters Tommy Allen,
Scott Radley, and Dave Santos.
Rookie Dave Manginaro did a fine
job in filling the vacancy left by
Jack Defaris. Senior Bill Giblin led
the special teams with his double
duty of punting and placekicking.
The ’86 Fighting Friars were hurt
with injuries to key players
throughout the year. They were
without the service of senior Mark
Tarpey and look forward to the
return o f John Schon, John
McCarthy and John Shine.
The disappointment of not mak
ing the playoffs hurt the team emo
tionally as much as the lack o f sup
port we received throughout this
past season.

Pop Lewis was the leading scorer for Providence in Sunday’s victory
with 23 points. (Photo by Maryann Doyle)

Skating Friars Redeem
Them selves
by Pat Nero
After suffering their worst defeat
in 19 years the PC men’s hockey
team came back and stuffed the
Maine Black Bears less than 24
hours later.
Last Friday night the University
of Maine crushed the Friars 12-1 at
Alfond arena on the Maine cam
pus. Saturday night the team pull
ed itself together and beat the na
tionally eight-ranked Bears 4-2.
“ We just had to block out what
happened Friday night and pull
together for Saturday. We knew we
were just as good and we could
beat them.” Said Friar captain
Terry Sullivan.
Friday night’s game was out of
hand before even a minute had
elapsed. Maine’s Jay Mazur scored
just 37 seconds into the game. The
goal was the quickest opening goal
in league history. From there it on
ly got worse.
After having a game tying goal
taken away the Friars were never
able to regroup. By the end of the
first period Maine had built a 6-0
lead. Included in this outburst were
four power play goals.
The second period was not any
better. Maine got two shorthand
ed goals in six seconds and put the
game on ice. They scored 3 more
goals in the period and led by 11-1
after two periods. Sullivan had the
lone Friar goal.
Maine added a third period goal
for the 12-1 final. It was the worst
Friar defeat since a 14-1 loss at the
hands of Boston University in
1967.
In order to come back the next
night the Friars had to quickly

forget their loss and come out with
a clear mind Saturday.
“ We definitely came out more
agressive Saturday night. I think
Maine was expecting us to come
out really tight. When we went out
on the ice we had it in our minds
that we were going to win.” Said
Sullivan.
Things did not look too bright
for Providence after Maine jumped
out to a 2-0 lead with six minutes
left in the second period.
Freshman Rick Bennet sliced the
deficit in half with a goal at 15:45
of the second. He jammed in a re
bound of an Andy Mattice shot
and slipped it in the net.
“ I think the Bennet goal was
really the turning point. We were
down 2-0 but knew we were play-.
ing well. The goal came off a
scramble in front and Bennet stuck
with the play and knocked it in.
After the goal we could feel the
momentum swing our way.” Com
mented Sullivan.
Nine minutes into the third Mat
tice tied it at two. He tipped in an
Andy Calcione shot from the right
faceoff circle.
After going the next eight
minutes without either team scor
ing PC’s Gord Cruickshank put the
Friars ahead. Cruickshank notch
ed the game winner with :48
seconds left. Calcione stole a clear
ing pass and fired it on the net.
Goalie Scott King blocked the shot
but Cruickshank knoced in the re
bound.
Maine pulled their goalie for a
sixth skater but could not capitalize
on the advantage. Cruickshank
picked up the loose puck and
knocked it into the open net.

T op R ecruit Signs
Chris Watts, a 6-foot-3 shooting
guard rated as the top senior high
school player in New England, an
nounced that he will attend Pro
vidence College.
Watts, who led St. Joseph’s
High School of Trumbull to a 27-2
record and the Connecticut state ti
tle last year, picked the Friars over
the University of Connecticut and
Boston College, after eliminating

Seton Hall and N.C. State.
Watts is regarded as an excellent
all-around athlete with three-point
shooting range. He can play either
backcourt position, but scouts see
his future at shooting guard.
Watts was rated among the top
50 high school players in the nation
by the Nike all-star selectors and is
a Street & Smith's high honorable
mention.

